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Humphrey prime suspect
MARI LINN LOVE

Photo courtesy of TAPS/Larry Lee, Jr.

At approximately 7:20 p.m. campus police was informed
of a public disturbance in Calhoun Courts. Currently,
the only person suspected is Andre Humphrey.

news editor
Andre Alexander Humphrey is the
prime suspect to a public disturbance
complaint which occurred at S11C
Calhoun Court on Wednesday night at
approximately 7:20 p.m., according to
the University police incident report.
"According to officer observation,
the window in the apartment was broken out," said John McKenzie, director
of public safety.
According to officer observation,
damage had been done to the front window, a wall, a television set which was
turned over and a VCR. The estimated
damage to property is valued at approximately $900.
The owner of the damaged propertyis listed as Rudy Currie, also of S11C
Courts.

It is still under
investigation
whether the victim
was present at the
time of the incident.
Humphrey was
arrested in February
for public disorderly
conduct. In April of Humphrey
1994, he was also
served an arrest warrant for assault with intent to commit
criminal sexual conduct.
Dewayne Douglas Woodley, who
resides at_N01D Courts, fil ed the complaint to the University police.
McKenzie said that the football
coaching staff was contacted of the incident. "We inform them of an investigation and we inform them when we make
an arrest."

Curris speaks of life as 13th president
MARI LINN LOVE

news editor
As President Deno
Curris sits in his office,
the view of the campus
is overpowering. Being the
13th president of Clemson
gives way to the University's
military history, its commitment to the community and
the continual pursuit of educational excellence. All of these
thoughts must have rushed to
the fore as Curris gazed upon
the campus while he spoke
candidly about Clemson and
being president.
"Obviously, to be a good
president, you hope that history is kind," said Curris as he
spoke about leadership qualities. "But I think that integrity
is the most important quality
to being a leader. Because a
leader has to do a lot of communication, those skills are
important."
Curris emphasized that the
same qualities which make a
person a leader, the University
must also posses .
"I think the mission
[which] founded Clemson to
be a high seminary of learning," said Curris, "and by the
act of acceptance of the general assembly, the designation of
a land grant university, it is
basically to bring the fruits of
education to the people of the
state and nation. Our mission
has historically been defined
for us."
The creation of history in
Clemson is important to the
pursuit of excellence, and

CONSTANTINE CURRIS
13th President
Education :
B.A. in Political Science,
University of Kentucky, 1962
M.A. in Political Science,
University of Ulinois,,1965
Ed.D. in Higher Education,
University of Kentucky, 1967
Profesional Experience ;
1983-95 President, University of Northern Iowa
1973-83 President, Murray State University, KY
1971-73 ] Vice President, WV Institute of Technology
1969-71 ; Dean of Student Programs, Marshall
:: University, Huniington, West Virginia
Professional Recognition and Honors:
Significant Sig Award, Sigma Chi,1989
National Distinguished Alumnus, TKA-DSR, 1987
Constantino W. Curris University Center, Murray
State University, 1983
Professional andCivic Responsibilities
American Assoc. of State Colleges and Universities,
Chairman-Elect, 1994
Director, 1991-94
infograph by: Rob Edwards

Curris came to Clemson when
history was being made. The
last president, Phil Prince, proposed a four-college structure
to the Board of Trustees. After
much deliberation by faculty
and administrators, the fourcollege structure was accepted
last spring.
"I think there was a lot of
discussion and disagreement
on campus [about the four-college structure]," said Curris. "I
think the campus was quite
unsettled at the time that I was
named."
However, Curris did not
feel the changes affected him
nor his appointment of presi-

dency.
"My sense is
that it really did
not negatively
impact me," Curris
said. "However, I
think we all feel
file photo
strongly that you
need a sense of
Preserving Clemson's rich history, President Deno
community in
Curris speaks of strengths, weaknesses and excellence
order for everyone at tne
to be as productive
University in its 13th presidency
as he or she can be
Clemson. Curris supports this
nication. With the help of the
and enjoy one's work and try
commitment through two
committee, Curris wants to
to work hard to rebuild a sense
medians. The city-University
"prevent problems occurring
of community."
committee, which meets sevwith the community."
A sense of community not
eral times throughout the year,
Another way to build a
only has to be strong on cammust have have open commusee PRESIDENT, page 7A
pus but also in the city of
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Federal aid cut $10.5 billion
increase
to
approximately
staff writer
$32 million next
On Oct. 1, finanyear.
cial aid programs at
Students receivClemson and other
ing less than $600
colleges and universifrom the Federal
ties across the country
Pell Grant will
could be changed and
also be affected by
not necessarily for the
this bill. Although
better.
the
maximum
This
week
award for Pell
Congress has been
grants would be
deliberating on a proincreased by $100
posal to cut $10.5 bilthis year, the minlion from federal stuimum
award
dent aid programs in
would be raised to
order to help balance
$600. This would
the budget and eventueliminate 250,000
ally decrease the
students from elideficit.
gibility.
The savings are
Andrea Johnston / staff photographer
based on a seven- year The Federal Government to cut $10 ,5 billion from "I think these
budget cuts will
period. By the end off
,.,,_,
,, ,
,,
only hurt the stube
affected
are
this week, this propos financial aid. The programs that could
dents,"
Suzane
al should be ready to Pell Grants, Perkin loans and Stanfford loans.
Speas,
who
is a
present to President
recipient
of
financial
aid
from
a
couple
more
paperwork
when
the
agencies
start
Clinton.
of the affected programs.
up again."
"All realistic expectations are that
"In the long run the savings may
The
programs
that
would
be
affected
President Clinton will veto the bill,"
help
decrease the deficit, but the opporby
this
new
budget
are
Pell
Grants,
said Marvin Carmichael, director of stutunity
for some students to go to school
Perkins
loans
and
Stafford
loans.
dent financial aid and chairman-elect of
would just not be there."
The biggest impact on Clemson stuthe National Association of Student
Carmichael saud that "students
dents would be the cuts dealing with
Financial Aid.
should
call their legislators immediately
Stafford
loans.
Congress
is
proposing
to
Carmichael also said that if the budand
voice
their opinions on the proincrease
students'
interest
rates
and
get is not approved and a "continuing
posed federal aid cuts."
eliminate the six-month grace period for
resolution" providing temporary fundThe number to call to speak with
Stafford loan borrowers.
ing is not passed, then the federal agenyour
representative is 1 -800-574-4AID,
According
to
Carmichael,
Clemson
cies will be shut-down.
which is currently a toll free call. Also,
has given $28 million to students
"The impact of the shut-down on
students can conatct the financial office
through the Stafford loan program this
Clemson students will be minimal,"
for more information.
year alone. He expects this amount to
said Carmichael. "It will just mean
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Honor code upheld in engineering
J. PATTON
staff writer

JENNIFER

This fall, the dean of engineering
and the provost had the opportunity to
dismantle the engineering honor code,
but did not take any action to remove
the policy.
Because the College of Engineering
is the only college to have an honor
code, Student Senate felt that the college should use the grievance policy as
used throughout the University.
Last
March,
the
Student
Government set up an Academic
Grievance
Process
Improvement
Committee in order to improve the
existing policy. A resolution was developed and presented to the Student
Senate. The resolution stated that "the
Academic Grievance System has
worked for many years without any
major problems, that the current system
will remain and the honor code in engineering will be dismantled and the students in the engineering colleges will
follow
the
current
Academic
Grievances, and all the above will go
into effect immediately."
After the resolution clearly passed in
Senate, it moved to the Undergraduate
Commission for approval. Provost and
Vice President of Academic Affairs, Dr.
Charles Jennett, and Dean of College of
Engineering, Dr. Thomas Keinath, were
holding discussions on the status of the
College of Engineering Honor Code. A
report was not submitted, thus the status
of the College of Engineering Honor
code was never released.
"The decision on whether or not the
engineering department honor code is
dismantled is up to the decision of the
dean and provost," said George Carter,
the director of undergraduate services.
"Engineering students are no more honorable or dishonorable than anyone else
on campus."
The Honor Code for the engineering
department reads as follows:
"As members of the College of

College to offer all
courses and student
services by computer
MELBOURNE, Fla. (AP) Students at Brevard Community
College will soon be able to earn
their two-year degrees by taking all
their courses by computer.
BCC is a pioneer in a new associ-'
ation of community colleges and
universities offering their classrooms
to America Online users.
The aim of the organization,
World Community College, is to
improve the quality of education and
eliminate the traditional costs of its
delivery.
Many students and college
prospects find it difficult to attend
classes in a college setting and hold
down jobs and meet family responsibilities, he said. This way, they can
get an education without leaving
home.
In some instances, students can
get online classes while al work.
"This is for people for whom
time gets in the way with what they
want to do," said Maxwell King,
BCC president.
King and other BCC officials
were in Washington, D.C., Tuesday
hoping to convince corporate officials in that area that it is cheaper to
teach or update employees via a terminal in the lunchroom. This would
reduce time spent away from the job
while commuting to campuses.
DuBois said such instruction
would also reduce the financial pressures on some schools for building
additional facilities.

Some schools experience dorm crunch

Brian H. Thomas / staff photographer

Some students tudents in the College of Engineering still
need to sign an honor code for the University.
Engineering, we recognize that lasting
excellence is achieved only through
honor, demanding standards for personal integrity that reflects those standards
of conduct expected of all engineers. All
undergraduate and graduate students,
faculty members and administrators in
the College of Engineering at Clemson
University are expected to abide by ethical standards."
This honor code is designed for students in the Engineering College only.
Other colleges abide by the grievance
policy which reads much like the honor
code. This policy is offered to all students and they are not required to sign a
pledge.
"The whole genesis of the honor
code came from the engineering students," said Keinath. "It is something
we felt like we needed. I was not aware

that the undergraduate commission was
looking at the honor code."
The fall of 1994 was the first semester the honor code was implemented.
The grievance policy, on the other hand,
has been around for several years.
"[The honor code pledge] is something that you sign before you take a
test," said Wade Richardson, a sophomore in Civil Engineering. "It is suppose to help you not to cheat."
The Engineering Honor Pledge
states that engineering instructors are
not required to grade exams in which
the signed Honor Pledge does not
appear.
"I have heard about it, but it has
never been explained to me,"
Richardson said about the grievance
policy. "So I really don't know much
about it."

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) - An
increased enrollment at Mississippi
universities has some schools struggling to deal with a campus housing
crunch.
"My classes are no more than a
10-minute walk from my dorm," said
Stephanie Hickman, 18, a new resident at the University of Southern
Mississippi's Pulley Hall.
Other newcomers on the 11,965student Southern Mississippi campus
scrambled at the start of fall classes
to find roofs over their heads. Some
resorted to checking into the Howard
Johnson's motel on U.S. 49 North for
a week until the campus housing
crunch eased last month.
A 14 percent jump in freshmen
enrollment and overall growth of
more than 500 students put the
squeeze on dorm rooms at Southern
Mississippi. Enrollment was up at
seven of the eight universities.
"It's a challenge for us," said Joe
Paul, USM vice president for student
affairs. "Wc are literally at 100 percent occupancy now. There are over
3,200 in the residence halls."
President Aubrey Lucas said
school officials will stop short of
requesting construction of a new
dorm.

University delays opening for Jewish holiday
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - The
University of Utah delayed the opening of fall quarter two days this year
in recognition of Rosh Hashana, the
Jewish New Year.
See CAMPUS, page 7A

University
library to cut
585 journal
subscriptions
TARA DUNCAN

staff writer

As the cost of academic
journals is increasing, officials
of Robert M. Cooper Library
are being forced to cancel subscriptions to approximately
585 journals to meet its $1.9
million budget for 1996.
The library presently subscribes to some 7,100 journals
that have been requested by the
faculty through the years. It
would cost the University $2.1
million to renew each of these
journals for the 1996 fiscal
year, $200,000 over the
amount of funds appropriated
for such periodicals.
According to Dean of
Libraries Joseph F. Boykin, Jr.,
the library has recovered about
$50,000 through the reallocation of funds and salary savings. This leaves a deficit of
$150,000.
Being aware last spring that
there may be insufficient funds
for periodicals, a group of
librarians composed a list of
974 journals which were in
danger of cancellation. This list
was then submitted to faculty
via their departments and
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broadcasts made over World
Wide Web. Faculty were then
given the opportunity to justify
the need for particular journals
by completing a form pertaining to the publication's merit
for undergraduate and graduate
programs. Such requests for
reprieval saved 390 of the
endangered journals.
The final list of proposed
cuts included all journals not
specifically requested by faculty and $5,000 worth of journals
that were deemed essential by
professors.
According
to
Boykin, library officials are
still "trying to identify funds
from other sources to save
these journals."
Assistant Dean of Libraries
Deana L. Astle, who was also
on the committee responsible
for submitting the list of proposed cuts to the dean, all
unnecessary journals were
eliminated years ago due to
financial limitations.
"We are very much aware
that we have cut enough in the
past," said Astle. "We have
absolutely no fat left, and
we're cutting into the meat at
this point."

Do you have a HUNGRY HEART? If you're interested in where your
passion is, come hear Lynn Turnage at the Presbyterian Student Cen
ter, Sun. Oct. 1,6 PM, 401 College Ave.

National Depression
Screening Day™
Thursday, October 5, 1995

This Test Could Save Your Life
•
•
•
•

FREE OF CHARGE
Written Self-Test for Depression
Screening Interview with Mental Health Professional
Educational Presentation

If the pleasure has gone out of your life, if you feel sad and empty or if you have
trouble sleeping or eating, you may have clinical depression. Other symptoms of
clinical depression include: thoughts of suicide or death, fatigue or loss of energy,
inability to concentrate, and restlessness or decreased activity. It's a medical
illness, and effective treatments are available.

COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

REDFERN HEALTH CENTER
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
SCREENING TIMES
STUDENTS: 9:30 & 11:00 AM; 12:30, 2:00, & 3:30 PM
FACULTY/STAFF/COMMUNITY SESSION: 4:30 PM
♦ FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 656-2451

DEPRESSION
IT'S AN ILLNESS
N 0 T A WEAKNESS
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MICHAEL BURNS

editor in chief

We have real
problems, too
The popular cry echoing from the
multitudes-seems badly misguided. Yes, parking may be bad and
student government may not ever get'
anything done, but there are far too
many'more issues worth attention than
these.
The average college student takes
nearly five years-that's 10 semesters-to
graduate, as shown in numerous recent
studies and surveys conducted by
national magazines. At the same time,
tuition has increased steadily while
course offerings and classes have dwindled.
To do the quick math, add more
money to more time and subtract your
options. That leaves students with barely an over-priced used book to cover
themselves with.
How did this equation become so
unbalanced? Well it's not nuclear
physics. If snow falls downhill, it's safe
to say a big "screw you" comes from
the same direction.
The state of South Carolina, under
leadership of Gov. David Beasley, has
sought to cut funding for higher education though the state has been a perennial cellar-dweller in the education
standings for quite some time now.
More cuts are sure to come, and who
else is going to flip for the bill but the
students?
State House battles will last through
elections, so what can be done now?
How about fix what we've got: There
seems to be no reason for the
University to keep its token advising
policy. Of 50 upper-classmen riolled,
over half hadn't talked to their advisors
since their freshmen years. Thq
University should either solidify the
policy or do away with it and create a
comprehensive self-advising strategy.
Let Clemson not forget what has
made it special. The more students per
class...the less courses offered...the
more the bills rack up, the more this
University loses its charm.

Correction
The Sept. 22 issue of The Tiger
included an article headlined
"Complaints heard from Lightsey
Bridge." In this article, Adrienne
Gerus, landscape manager of
Facilities,
Maintenance
and
Operations, was misquoted.
The article should have read: "The
University doesn't have money to
spend on all the things. We've all had
to make cutbacks...," said Gerus.

Editorial

Our Position:

CU's vision clouded
by dollar signs

subscriptions denies
students' right to a
proper education.

Cutting journal

canceled, would hinder the ability of
professors to convey information effectively, ultimately adversely affecting
education at Clemson.
Clemson has no recent history of
budgetary excess. Consequently, any
unnecessary journal subscriptions have
long since been canceled.
Just last spring, University professors were given a list of 974 journals to
justify expenditures on. Requests for
reprieval saved 390, but $5,000 worth of
journals specifically requested by the
faculty will still be cut.
In terms of the Clemson budget, this
figure is pitifully small for denying
Clemson students such an important
resource.
Perhaps one of the organizations
designed to serve and protect Clemson
should fork over their winnings to the
library?
How very Robin Hoodish it would
be for the city to give 50 cents of every
dollar received from noise violations to
the library.

Unfortunately for Clemson students,
the budget ax has another victim lined
up on the chopping block: library journal subscriptions.
The library has $1.9 million allocated for subscriptions, but rising costs
mean that Clemson would have to shell
out an additional $150,000 to maintain
the current list.
Many students may scoff at the
necessity of these journals, but for a significant number of students at Clemson,
they are the only source of timely information in their fields. In every major
offered at Clemson, there is at least one
journal, and in most cases several, that
is the most accurate, timely and useful
source of information available in the
field.
If these valuable tools are no longer
available to students, then professors
will have no choice but to revamp their
class expectations which involve these
subscriptions.
This result, which would be
inevitable if access to the journals is

Or maybe Parking and Traffic
Control would be willing to give the
library the revenue from only a day's
ticketing. Both of these scenarios would
provide well over $5,000. Imagine that
a completely fair redistribution of the
fines paid by Clemson students.
If the library, which should be the
heart of any higher educational institution, has been slimmed down, then why
does Clemson still have a fat head? If
Clemson alumni really wanted to help
their alma mater, then they should fund
a useful and practical investment like
library subscriptions-not another decorative war memorial.
When it comes to money in
Clemson, don't expect that because
education is the reason we are all here
that it will receive the funding it
requires and deserves.
Cuts in library subscriptions is just
one more example of the powers that be
in Clemson...those who have their
vision clouded by dollar signs-laughing
all the way to the bank.

The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor and represent the
majority view of The Tiger senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any particular member.
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Letters to the Editor
Parking problems exaggerated
To the editor:
On the cover of your Tuesday, Sept.
19 edition you have a picture, probably
from parking lot R-2, of cars parked on
the grass and on a sidewalk with a
heading that reads "Parking problems
persist."
While I agree that there are parking
problems, I challenge you to include
pictures of parking lots R-3 and P01...which when I last looked appeared
to have plenty of space. The only problem with parking is that students are
unwilling to park legally where there is
space.
I sincerely hope that all of those
cars parked on the grass have been ticketed, because the next resident lot up
the road has plenty of space.
I have been attending Clemson
since 1989, have been both a resident
and a commuting student at different
times, and have had classes in many
different time slots, but I have NEVER
been unable to find a legal parking
space, nor have I found it necessary to
circle, vulture-like, waiting for slots to
open up.
Whenever someone complains

about not being able to find a parking
space, they always seem to qualify their
comments with saying that, of course,
they would not stoop to parking in the
larger, more remote lots...where they
are almost guaranteed to find space.
I urge you not to make claims about
a lack of parking unless you have verified that every resident and general permit lot or every commuting and general
permit lot is nearly filled at some point.
Students must learn that different
parking lots are more likely to have
open spaces at different times of day.
Get a parking map. Learn where the
lots for your type of parking sticker are
located. If there's no shuttle bus stop
near a distant lot that you want to park
in, request that one be added.
Learn where the spaces are at the
time of day that you need one and go
park there. Ride the shuttle bus if you're
carrying a heavy load, or get in shape by
walking.
Why waste gas circling or risk fines
by parking illegally?
Linda Moore
lamoore* i>cs. clemson.edu

Speaking Out
Question: What do you think about cutting
subscriptions?

Vijay Mallela
Computer Science
graduate student
The library is how we
gain access to knowledge.
The funding shouldn't be
reduced.

Michaela Sullivan
Language and lnt'l Trade
senior
We need more higher education funding; Che library
is very important.

David Parks White
Mathmatical Science
junior
Bad idea. The library has
Playboy on microfilm, if
they cut it, I'd have to bu;
a subscription.

Library
explains
copy costs
To the editor:
In Mr. Walker's editorial in the
Sept. 22 issue of The Tiger, some of the
statements he made it sound as though
photocopies made in the Libraries
should now be five cents each. In fact,
copies are still 10 cents each.
When the initial purchase of the
copier services was negotiated, the
Libraries did plan to reduce the charge
for copies to five cents each. We agreed
to make a major purchase payment to
student government. The Libraries
completed the purchase payoff to
Student Government during FY95, and
will begin this year to pay student government one cent copy for each copy
made, until 2000. After 2000, the
Libraries agreed to pay one cent for all
Tiger Stripe copies (less the cost of
Tiger Stripe).
At present, it costs the Libraries
about $.085 per copy to operate this service, so it is impossible to reduce the
per copy fee to five cents at present. We
hope to reduce the Tiger Stripe copies
to seven cents, to stay within the spirit
of the original agreement and keep this
service a benefit to the students of the
University. Copier services have
improved dramatically in the three
years.
Should anyone have questions about
the copier service, they are welcome to
contact me
(656-0814;
e-mail:
BABELD), or Jens Holley, Head of
Resource Sharing and Copier Services
(656-5177; e-mail; HOLLEY).
Deborah Babel
Department Chair of Libraries
Letters policy. Letters to the
Editor are subject to editing for space
and style. Anonymous letters will not
be published. Name and phone number should be included. Letters must
be typed and sent to:
Letters to the Editor
P.O. Box 2097, Clemson, SC 29632
E-Mail: tiger@hubcap.clemson.edu
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SANDY RIGGS

copy editor

Trash disturbes
tranquility
Picture this: you're walking
along a winding country trail,
enjoying the beauty of this
undisturbed land. You take a moment
to reflect on the events of the past
week. You actually think about the
things you normally just remember
right before you drift off to sleep.
Now picture this, a more true-toour-times situation: it's Sunday night,
and you haven't studied for that computer science test you have tomorrow.
On your way to the library, the only
place you can study, you notice how
much trash is left on the ground.
Now, which situation would you
rather be in? No contest, right? But
it'd be hard to find that winding
country trail near this campus.
There's too much junk in the way.
Whether it's drink cans left by the
sidewalk, junk mail left on the post
office floor or inserts from the latest
issue of The Tiger anywhere, it's still
trash. People just drop this crap on
the ground and leave it.
Why must people be so inconsiderate as to leave trash on the ground
whenever there is nota trash can
located at their feet? Walk around
campus on any given day, and I guarantee that you will find tons of
garbage all over the place.
It'd be great to blame this trash
problem on those fans who come
here only on the weekends or on the
groups of high-school seniors who
visit with their parents, but we all
know that it's our fault.
This trash problem is not unique
to our University. It is not even
unique to South Carolina. But we, as
students of Clemson, should have
enough pride for our school not to
trash its grounds.
How hard is it to carry an ejnpty
drink can to the nearest trash can,
anyway? There is no shortage of trash
cans on campus. There are even recycling bins in several locations (even if
they don't get emptied very often).
Just hold onto that trash until you
find an appropriate place to put it.
Then walking around campus might
be like that country trail, and we
could all use a little of that tranquility
in our lives.

ELCOME TO
UNIVERSITY

Leon McCIinton
Area Coordinator
Many students do not
have the money to subscribe to journals, so it is
a necessity for the library
to provide these resources.

Christine Bywater
Advanced Sciences
junior
It is ridiculous. There
aren't enough journals to
use in the first place.
Ryan Linn/sulf photographer
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Centennial kickoff
Z. BELLAMY
editorial editor

ETHAN

The Clemson
athletic
department will be distributing
11,000 T-shirts Tuesday in
front of Harcombe Dining Hall
and will be painting Bowman
this Moday. in preparation for
the Centennial Kickoff against
Georgia this weekend.
At the game on Saturday,
the fans can look forward to
60,000 pom-poms to be distrib-

uted by the athletic department,
a myriad of banners decorating
the stadium and fireworks
punctuating Clemson scores,
the National Anthem and the
Tiger Band performance at
halftime.
The
hill
section
of
Bowman, just below the war
memorial now under-construction, will be adorned with the
Centennial logo that appears
on tickets to the UGA game.

"The team will be wearing
jerseys like those of the 1939
Cotton Bowl team," said John
Seketa, who works as a promoter and coach in the athletic
department. "The 1939 Cotton
Bowl team will dot the I in
Tigers during the pre-game
[show]."
Clemson will have a chance
to see what the jerseys look
like in a press conference held
Tuesday by Tommy West.

"Qo "West! 'you 're the best!"
• Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
• Gourmet Lunch Daily
• Every Sunday Noon until 8 pm
•Dinner 5 pm nightly

'Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood
• Absolutely The BEST Salads in the Upstate!
•Romantic Italian Atmosphere
•Excellent California & Italian Wine List
uiJK.^Jl

PflSTfi HOCIS
Lunch • Sundays • Happy Hours

Clemson Printers
There are MANY reasons to make Clemson Printers your printer, and during this
ten-week period, we will present a top-ten list of reasons to choose Clemson
Printers as your printer.
10. TRADITION
9.
PERSISTENCE

8: CONVENIENCE

AND THIS WEEK....

You can't afford to spend your time looking for a parking space or
sitting in traffic. At Clemson Printers, we are absolutely the most
convenient place for all of your printing needs.
Located at 500 Seneca Road, (that's at the intersection of
Perimeter Road and Highway 93), we have the best access and the most
parking around.
And once you're here, we will make your experience as
convenient for you as possible.
Even better than that is our Pick-up and Delivery service that puts
our print shop as close as your desk.
Clemson Printers is the areas oldest (and most convenient) printer.
From the Just For Fun Dcpni tincnt.

Wrecker driver now wearing jacket as he tows
your car.

From the home office of 500 Seneca Road (also
known as "just past tlie Esso Club "), Irerc is this
week's

Squirrels near library have quil ihrowing nuis at
you as you walk by.

Clemson Printers
This Week's List: TOP TEN WAYS THAT VOU CAN
TELL FALL HAS COME TO CLEMSON.

The aii cnndilinncr in your classroom has now
been repaired.
Carolina fans ilcsparaleiy trying to sell
prematurely purchased bowl tickets.

Icecream is cheaper.
The kudzu is beginning to change siiades of green.
No more layouts on Bowman.
You can only get five bucks per ATM visit.
Most freshmen guys have now received "Dear
John" lelicis from the girl brick home.
and (he number one reason (hal you can (el! that fall
has come to Clcnisnn ....
YOU'RE DOWN TO NINE HOURS.

COMC SEE US FOR COPYING/PRINTINC/PAPEK SUPPLIES
Make Clemson Printers your number one choice!
654-2762
500 Seneca Road. Clemson

m

4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa ^231 -8811

Be very careful.
You could CatCU

PBUMEmBKYH
F I THE FOOD ATSLD SPIRITS

something from this
man. Josh Peter is

Come enjoy live entertainment on

singe-handedly spreading

Thursday!
Friday!
& Saturday!

tiger fever Thte
season, the final word

UXMIl the tigers will

Happy Hour 4-8
80 Bottled Beers, 12 Draft
100 food items to choose from

come torn tlie

Joshiflian, the

• Josh Peter, 27, is no stranger to the
valley. Formerly of the Anderson
Independent-Mail, Josh brings his
award-winning style to The State's
coverage of Clemson sports and the
ACC from our new Clemson sports
bureau.

Downtown Greenville
233 North Main, 271-1400

man you'll find HI

tlie place they call

death Valley Go

• And be sure to enjoy special
Saturday coverage of Clemson,
and all your college favorites in our
new colorful Game Day preview
section every Saturday.

ALEXANDER'S

CLEMSON OFFICE PRODUCTS
Complete line of office products and furniture

ahead, hang on his every word.
But don't say
we didn't warn you.

Don't miss a day of SPORTS in

QhdtStatc

South Carolina's Largest Newspaper

SPECIAL

FALL SEMESTER (8-24-95 thru 12-16-95)
□ 7 Days (Monday - Sunday)
□ 6 Days (Monday-Saturday)
□ 3-Day Subscription (Fri., Sat. & Sun.)

$30.00
$15.00
$22.00

Name
Delivery Address
Mailing Address _
City

654-6396
210 Victoria Square
College Avenue, Clemson
(Across from the Clemson Post Office)

Home Phone
□ Check Enclosed
U Please Bill Me
Exp. Date
Kxpircs November 4, 1995

\

.State _

.Zip

_Work Phone
U MasterCard U VISA

U Discover

Card #_
.Signature
This offer ml vnlirl ' ij>» lint'r subsnilmlin llir pnsl .10 ihys

Mail To:
The State newspaper
Attn: Cashier
I'.O. Box 1.W3
Columbia, SC 29202
OR:
Call 771-8.«M)or I -800-888-.VS66.
TDIW 771-8698 or
1-8(10-777-8698

ID#
Route*.
Source Code: 730

!• or crcdir card and advance payments, please inserr this card in an envelope and mail it to the address listed above.
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Campus President
VJUFITIS
briefs
continued from 2A
Classes
will
begin
Wednesday to allow Jewish
faculty, students and staff
members to observe the High
Holy Days on Monday and
today.
It is the first time the university has delayed classes
because of the Jewish holidays,
but not the first time the school
has taken them into consideration in scheduling.
"I've been looking at the
holiday situation with the
Jewish calendar for at least 10
years,"
said
Richard
Christiansen, director of scheduling. "This is the first time
that those holidays ... have fallen on the first two days of the
quarter, which is when we can
do something about it."
The university cannot disrupt school midquarter for holiday observances of any religion unless it is a state holiday.
"The registrar said this holiday has nothing to do with
when we start school or when
we don't start school," said
Snow
spokesman
Dean
O'Driscoll. "What he does is
see when we're going to start
our Christmas break and then
he just works back 50 days of
instruction."

EDUCATION
FORM
REALWORID

continued from IA
sense of community is by
the Panthers' games in Death
Valley. "I think overall [the
Panthers being in Clemson]
have been positive," said
Curris.
''It has helped promote
the University in terms of
publicity, showcasing our
Campus and bringing people
here who had not previously
been here."
"I think everyone at the
University needs to work
together to convince legislators, elected officials, to give
more support to the
University," Curris said.
"After all, they are our elected officials."
Curris also noted that the
lack of funding is Clemson's
main weakness,

NEWS/7A

(31|f Sonar Sorittii of

ATTENTION
Phi Kappa Phi Members
Fall Business Meeting
October 6,2:00 p.m.
Cooper Library Conference Room (2nd Level).
Mark your calendar now and plan to attend the
Fall Initiation Banquet, Nov. 14 at the Ramada Inn

Call Kirk Brague, Chapter President (656-7297)
for more information.

Free Checking

Ge-^-yie Acco^n^feased en
-\he Complicated Principle of
<Styden^ ~^we Management
rr

Graduate degree programs
(MA, Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-relevant
issues.

Area and
Functional Fields:

□ Interamerican Studies
(including U.S.-Latin
American Relations)
□ European Studies
□ Post-Soviet Studies
□ Comparative Development
□ International Business
□ International Economics
□ International Health
Policy
□ International Relations
Theory
□ International Security
and Conflict
□ Foreign Policy Analysis
Apply by February 1
for assistantships and
other financial aid.

^North-South Center
|t/ll lltlllUT

OF

ftanMng
The Wachovia College Accowi-t.

■ I A M 1

Students who are interested in
Interamerican issues are
particularly encouraged to
apply for North-South Center
Graduate Assistantships.
GRADUATE SCH00L0F
INTERNATIONALSTtJDIES
Admissions, Room #347
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305)2844173

If you've got better things to do than worry about banking, the Wachovia College Account was designed with you in mind.
We make it easy, with free checking and a Banking Card with Visa Check, for free transactions at all Wachovia ATMs. Your card
is also accepted everywhere they take Visat for payment direcdy from your checking account. Plus, you can apply for special
college overdraft protection, credit card and savings accounts. It's easy as pie. Because, after all, there's more to life than banking.
No Hassles. No Kidding. Oh Yeah. Free Checking.

WACHOVIA

'UNIVERSITY OF
Wachovia Bank is a member FDIC. Accounts subject to approval.
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Festival of AfricanAmerican Literature
and the Arts
APRIL J. DUCKETT

staff writer
At a time when the foundation of a culture is being shaken by negativism, the third
annual Festival of AfricanAmerican Literature and the
Arts (FAALA) is going all the
way "to prove the arts can open
minds, preserve cultures, heal
social ills and unify people,"
said Claudette AlexanderThomason, marketing and educational outreach director for
performing arts, and one of the
coordinators of FALLA.
With this year's theme,
"For the Arts and the Bridges
They Build," FAALA will have
its celebration Oct. 11-15 at
Clemson.
FAALA '95 will feature
jazz artist Marcus Roberts, a
stage presentation of the rise
and fall of Zora Neale Hurston,
the famous Alvin Ailey
Repertory Ensemble, an animating presentation by the
Phillis Wheatley Repertory
Theatre
for
youth
of
Greenville, and a spirit-filled
performance by singers under
the direction of Avis Graves.
"FAALA is not just a showcase for the contributions of a
culture to the arts and litera-

ture," said Thomason. "It is a
festival that celebrates AfricanAmerican art and literature
through workshops, conventions and performances by an
array of talented artists."
"The arts bring us all to the
same level of humanness-a
place where we realize that we
are more alike than different. If
we were honest with ourselves,
we would realize that 'isms'
which we have allowed to
usurp our opportunity for unity
have no place in a global society," said Thomason.
In
conjunction
with
FAALA '95, Clemson AfricanAmerican Studies curriculum
and the
Black
Student
Association will present the
first conference exploring
issues that affect AfricanAmericans and other minorities.
"The Arts and The AfricanAmerican Image: Real or
Imagined?" will encourage an
open dialogue to create understanding and respect among a
diverse population.
For more information about
FAALA '95, contact the
Brooks Center box office at
656-7787.

SCOOTER REPAIR
EDDIE PENNEBAKER
404 Rock Creek Rd
Clemson.S.C. 29631
654-7209

M/C &VISA
ACCEPTED

•
■
•
•

WATCH
YOUR
STEP.

want mote outpf your career, its time
k/learn mote about Electric Avenue ,&Mqre.
.&
Oyr name brand products and unbeat
beatablee
gnces. are a .huge success. As a result, our
ssociates enpyr
•top earnings
.
•tremendous career paths
•exciting work environment
rDon't sell yourself short. .^e'rja now hiring
for our new store in ANDERSON:
**

NOW HIRING
Electronics Commission SalesFull & Part-Time
Appliance Commission SalesFull & Part-Time
Computer SalesFull & Part-Time
Non Commission Small
Electrics-Full & Part-Time

WE'RE
TAKING
CAREERS
TO A
HIGHER
LEVEL.

Greeters (Security]
Full & Part-Time
Car Stereo Installer
APPLY IN PERSON
MON.-- FRI. • 1 pm--6pm
3223 Anderson Mall Road, Anderson
Equal Opportunity Employer

mMMr.*M.it}=i

M/C &VISA
ACCEPTED

Complete engine.tire, and body repair
Pick-up and delivery service available
Buy and sell used scooters
Locally owned and operated

NOW SELLING NEW SCOOTERS PLEASE SEE OUR DISPLAY MODEL
AT SUNSHINE BICYCLE COMPANY.

Back By Popular Demand Domino's Pizza
Now Accepts Competitors Coupons

654-3082

Call Us!

Clemson • 384-2 College Ave.
PIZZA/WING COMBO

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL

$Q98
Q98 MS; $ 99
W
2-TOPPINGS
10 BUFFALO WINGS

FACE YOUR FEARS
LIVE YOUR DREAMS

NO FEAR
SHOES
Yo OFF
TigerToiyn Graphics
..Downtown Clemson

DELIVERED!
Your Choice of Pizza & Wing Sauce
Additional Topping* $.75 Each
Pteeee Mention Coupon When Ordering

5

Mon. • Thura.
After 9 p.m.
2nd Pizza
Juat $4 More

MEDIUM MOPPING
Your Choice: Original Hand Tossed
or Thin A Crunchy.
Zesty Deep Dish $1.00 Extra.
Additional Toppings $.99 Each
e MenOon Coupon When Ordering.

Hurry Offer Expire* Soon!

Hurry Offer Exprret Soonl

Vr*d at panidpallng «w*aoncy Not

Vattd at partMpattng atorao arty. Not
vaM *th any otttar oJiar. Prior* may
vary. Cwatomar payaaatatuw wrtaro
appHcabtaj. Mvary araaa Imlatf to
an aur a aar a dri >*oo Curdri van carry
law BUN t20 Our drivaia ara not
panaNiMd lor lala oattrarlM.

vary.Cuatomar par* ii«luifwt
Vplcrtlt Calvary «•** «rt«*4 to
anaara aata drMny; Of «t*ara carry
■aaa than S20 Our ortvara ara Ml

HI

m

2 + 2 + 2

ROOMMATE SPECIAL

$6 99

MEDIUM
PIZZA
l-TOPPING
& 2 COKES#

$

13

98

LARGE SPECIAL

$6 99

2nd Pizza
Just $4 More

LARGE MOPPING
Your Choice: Original Hand Tossed
or Thin A Crunchy.
Additional Toppings $1.49 Each
Pteeee Mention Coupon When Ordering.
Hurry. Offer Expire* Soonl

> Daflvary araaa Hmlatf to
anaura aara arlvJng Our eivaraoarry
IMS tiart CO Our drtvara ara i*ot

MEAL DEAL
Add
Wing*
$3.M

$

1599

Mx* Choice: Original Hand Toeaed
Of Thin & Crunchy.
$1 Extra lor Ultimate Deep Dish

2 MEDIUM,
2 TOPPERS PLUS A FREE
2 LITER OF COCA-COLA
OR DIET COKE*

2LARGE • 2-TOPPINGS

Pteaoe Mention Coupon When Ordering

Pleeee Mention Coupon When Ordering

Pteeee Mertton Coupon When Ordering.

Hurry Offer Expire* Soonl
VaM at p««cv*h*f alorao only. Mol
varM art* any ottar off*. MOM may
vtty.Ctmtxrm pay* a«•clanwhat*
appacabla. 0*1 very KMI ferttM to
anoura aaf • Atvtng Our drtvara carry
bra* than CO. Our *<v«» ara not
'panatliad lor !•)• Mvartaa.

Hurry Offer Expjree Soonl

B
8

VaM at pamotoattno aloraaonry Not
vaNo" elrt any othar oftar. Prtcaa may
vary. Cuatomar pay* aaiaa taa ah ara
applcabl* Oaflvary araaa Nmrlad 10
anaura aa(a »Mng. Our drrvwa carry
Uaa than KO. Our flrlvara ara not
• panaHrad tor tata dalvartaa.

2 LARGE PIZZAS

Hurry Offer Exptree Soonl
vaM *r#i any oaHar rtfar PtWaa may
vary. Ouattmar paya aaaaa la* attar*
appicabaa. DaHvary araaa amltad to
•nmraaaledrMnfj Our drtvara carry
laaa than SX. Our drtvara ara not
■ panalrad lor lata darlvartaa.
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Street language should be uncensored on TV
i >/

*Levi Nayman

Asst.Time Out editor
I was watching television one
evening, really late. To my surprise,
something caught my eye. It was Al
Pacino, all spruced up to resemble a
greasy Cuban druglord circa 1982. That
sneer, that hair, that chest exposing yet
high collared polyester shirt; it could
only be one thing. Scarface!
Yes, it was Scarface, the violent
Brian DePalma feature about the early
80s Miami Drug scene. It's a pretty
good movie, certainly better than current Pacino Fare. This early 80s Pacino
would kick the ever lovin' crap out of
the Scent of a Woman Pacino any day.
I hadn't seen this thing in a while,
so I settled in for the 3 hour haul. Now,
I knew that this was TNT or USA or
whatever, so the film was bound to be a
bit altered. These Cubans didn't know
very many words of English, and those
that they did weren't exactly the
kind of words you might hear in
church. But I've seen The
Godfather on TV before, and it
wasn't bad. And these days, you
can even get away with some of
the less ribald colorful words on
the tube. I was simply expecting
lots of words like 'stuff',
'freakin', 'friggin' and what not.
But I was not in any way prepared for what was to come.
In one scene, Tony (Pacino)
was letting his friend in on his
plans of world domination. Today

Miami, tomorrow the world!
So, to emphasize his point, and this
is not for the squeamish, Tony declares
that Miami is "like a great big Pu**y
just waiting to get f****d". So what
would you do if you were Ted Turner?
Would you do the sensible thing, and
just bleep the offending words? Maybe
do that thing where the sound cuts off
for a second? No, you would edit in a
brand-spanking-new line. The new line
to replace the menacing, dramatic statement of this ruthless cocaine-king-tobe?
"This whole town like a great big
chicken just waitin' to get plucked!"
I almost spat up my beer! what is
this happy horsecrap?!? Of course, I
have to do the same friggin' thing in
the paper, but then again, I'm no
druglord!
This kind of candy-ass thing is
exactly what is wrong with this country. People are way too uptight. Would
it really piss anyone off if an occasional dirty word popped up in the entertainment section of a college newspaper? We're big boys and girls.
I don't really think that language
should be of major concern to cable
television stations. If sombody's kids
are awake at 4 a.m., maybe their parents are doing a sub-par job. There also

seems to be numerous
paradoxes on TV. Ever
watch public television?
There's more cussing than
you would find with a
group of rowdy sailors!
And of of course, if the
subject matter is sensitive
enough, even on network
TV, it becomes a linguistical free-for-all. You can
show Silkwood or Ghandi
and probably get away
with a little good old fashioned swearing.
This raises the ethical
question: What's the difference between Cry
Freedom and Porky's?
Just because "The Man"
says that the former carries more intellectual
weight doesn't mean that the directors
of Porky's should have their original
artistic vision distorted by censors. Peel
back the superficial layers of T&A and
some of those midnight movies might
actually have something important to
say.
Why should I, the viewer, be
deprived something that might enrich
my life? People should have the right
to choose what they watch. If it

t4^^K
offends, turn it off. If you don't want
your kids to watch it, lock out the station or behave in any sort of responsible parental manner that might discourage them from polluting their young
minds.
Just as Beavis and Butthead
shouldn't be held responsible for the
actions of young pyromaniacs, neither
should Television have to hold itself to
Puritan standards.
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Time Out Editor
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Brad Pitt stars in one of this
fall's big hits, Seven.
Cover photo courtesy:
New Line Cinema
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Qn.ida.if., Sept. 29
•Jackopierce at Roxy
Theatre, Atlanta. Call
Clemson Ticketmaster at
654-1200 before 1 p.m. for
info.
•Six String Drag and
Motorcaster at Edgar's. 9
p.m. $4 cover.
•Shotgun at McP's. 10
p.m.
•Bad Creek at Tiger Town
Tavern. 10 p.m.
•Wateree Station at Esso
Club. 10 p.m.
•Buddy at Dempsey's in
G'ville.

•Petstock '95 at Magnolia
Street Pub in Spartanburg.
7 p.m. $7.
•Lynn Gray Band at
Dempsey's in G'ville.
•Neccesary Roughness at
Edgar's. Free movie. 9:30.

Mo-ndau, Oct. 2

•Neccesary Roughness at
Edgar's. Free movie. 9:30
p.m.
•Spider Monkey at
Characters. 9 p.m. Call
234-0370.

•Monday Night Football
at Edgar's. Cleveland vs.
Buffalo. Free pizza at halftime. 9 p.m.

T&ttWsy, Oct. 5

SatwidaM., Seat. 30

•Shotgun at McP's. 10
p.m.
•Blind Willie Blues
Festival at Thomson
Georgia. 12 p.m. Call (706)
595-5584 for info.
•The Carolina
Renaissance Festival in
Charlotte, NC. $10.95. Call
704-896-5544.

file photo

•Maze Featuring Frankie
Beverly at Characters. 9
p.m.
•Pool tournament at
Edgar's. 9 p.m.
•Captain Cook and the
Coconuts and the
Jagerattes at Tiger Town
Tavern. 10 p.m.
•Cuttin' Heads at
Backstreets.
•Rudey Blueshoes at
Dempsey's in G'ville.
•Super Chunk at Be Here
Now, Asheville.

Kenny Roby and Six String Drag play Edgar's
tonight. A $4 cover also pays to see Motocaster 4*iday, Oct. 6
and the Tone Benders.
Sunday, Oct. 1

Wednesday, Oct. I

•Neccesary Roughness at
Edgar's. Free movie. 7 &
9:30 p.m.

•TNT Music Acoustic
tournament at TD's. 9:30
p.m.

Classic Photography, Inc.
930 E.N. 1st St
Seneca, SC 29678
885-0036

•Seconds Flat at
Backstreets. 11 p.m.
•Cake at The Handlebar in
Greenville.

Need help
with writing?

Positions Available:
Campus Manager:
Serves as liasonbetween campus organizations and the office. Book
events, pick up and deliver to organization representatives, and maintain
status or all accounts. Need person who is outgoing, detail oriented and
responsible with reliable transportation. Prefer underclassmen
Hours: 20-25 afternoon hours a week preferred
Systems Manager:
Two 5-node LANtastic networks. Manages DBMS (Paradox), spreadsheets and other application software. Upkeep/upgrades of hardware, data
entry, report generation and documentation.
Hours: 25-30 hours a week preferred

Students can sec a Writing
Center tutor at an}' stage in the
writing process!

Call lor an appointment!
656-3280
212 Daniel Hall

Seneca Cinemas
Hwy 123 Seneca

Call 882-0000 For Showtimes
Feature schedule for: Friday, Sept. 29-Thurs. Oct. 5, 1995
♦Open for matinees Fri. at 3:30pm and Sat. & Sun. at 1:30pm only!
♦Matinee discounts on all shows prior to 5pm. Seniors get $ 1.50 off every Mon. &
Tues. evening prices, Wed. & Thurs. - College I.D. Night
HI 1=1 DDDO
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THE NEW, C00L CAT IN TOWN

Angus
*2:15*4:45 7:15 9:45 ♦2:15 6:15 10:15
MortulKombat
The Big Grten
*2:00 *4;00 6;«0 »:<K) *4;15 8:15
10:00
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To Wong Foo
*2:30*4:50 7:00 9:15
Halloween 6
*2:IQ*4:10 6;10$U0
10:10
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Grand Opening!
TACOS & BURRITOS
California Style
COME EXPERIENCE THE PATIO JUNELE
OPEN 11 am to 10 pm

poetry, prose,
art, fantasies,
fiction, visions
and dreams
to
The Chronicle
at
PO Box 2187 University Station,
Clemson, S.C. 29632

104 Frontage Road
Corner of Hwy 93 & Hwy 123
653-9555

or by E-mail to Chron@IIubcap.Clemson.Edu JS\l.

Now Hiring!
September 29,1995
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UPCOMING FALL

Sick of hanging out at Johnstone
already? Well let's go out to the movies,
let's go out to the movies....and have ourselves a snack!

Moyres

Movie

Company

Dhte

To Die For
Scarlet Letter

Columbia

Oct. 6

Paramount

dct. 13*

Strange Days
Get Shorty
Bottle Rocket
Waiting to Exhale

20th Cent. Fox
MGM

Oct. 13

Columbia

Nov.

20th Cent. Fox

NOV.

Goldeneye

MGM

NOV. 17"

Q£t 20#

Nicole
Kidman in
To Die For.

tc

LEVI NAYMAN

Assistant Time Out editor

While you are wading through your 10-gallon drum
of popcorn and butter, Hollywood has a crop of
new movies for you to watch this fall.
Twentieth Century Fox is offering a futuristic thriller,
and a female bonding drama.
Waiting to Exhale, starring Loreta Devine, Whitney
Houston, Angela Bassett and Lela Rochon, traces their
friendships, conflicts, and love lives.
Angela Bassett, nominated for an Oscar for her portrayal of Tina Turner in What's Love Got to do With It?, also
stars in Strange Days. Also with Ralph Fiennes, Strange
Days is set in LA at the turn of the millennium.
As is the case in most futuristic flicks, LA of the future
is in much worse shape than it is now. Riots, race war,
crime and overall bad manners plague the big city. In order
to spruce up their humdrum lives, many in the city have
been buying "clips", Total Recall type
experiences of others lives. The whole
gamut (sex, drugs, etc.) can be purchased. The
fun starts when a Clip dealer has to use
photo courtesy
Clips to solve a murder mystery.
20th Century Fox
Columbia is serving up To Die
For, with Nicole Kidman.
Remember James Bond? It's
been 6 years since 007
graced the screen.Goldeneye
brings Bond into the 90s.
Lots of things are sure to
blow up in this one.
Venture on out of the
dorm. You might even consider seeing one before it
gets to the Astro!

w
0

SEVEN
company:
rating:

New Line Cinema
R

review:" $&$$

break in his ambitious young partner/replacement, David Mills (Pitt).
The two very different men must
combine their talents to catch a
mysterious serial killer named John
Doe (actor's name withheld upon
courtesy New Line Cinemas
request).
Doe i^on wljat he feels is a mission
SHANE ROACH
staff critic
from God, committing a series of grisly
murders whose victims are extreme examIf you had to pick one word to best
ples of the seven deadly sins: Gluttony,
describe Seven, it would probably have
Greed, Slo*h, Pride, Lust, Wrath and Envy.
to be "unorthodox." From its dank, gritDoe believes he can cleanse society of
ty look to its unusual genre-blending and
its ills by forcing the attrition of a handful
unexpectedly downbeat, disturbing concluof noteworthy siryiers. Apart from his
sion, this film never follows any convenstrange motive, Doe's methods set him
tional Hollywood formula for very long.
apart. Instead of simply executing his vicThree-time Oscar nominee Morgan
tims for their evils, he turns their sins
Freeman and Brad Pitt star as two big-city
around orrthem, putting a new spin on the
homicide detectives. Freeman is William
term "self-destruction." He leaves notes at
Somerset, a 34-year veteran cop who's a
the scenes with topical quotations from the
week away from retirement when he has to
works of Milton jnd Shakespeare.

The World just Became
TOP

10

* fit feast this kky

Classified Ads Sales at the
i. Seven
New Line
2. Showgirls
MGM
3. To Wong Foo

^nion information £>esk
beginning on Monday, Oct. 2

Only 10C/word for students

Universal

4. Dangerous Minds
Disney
5. Clockers
Universal

6. Unstrung Heroes
Disney

PHOTO classified ads
(for students only)
Only 250/word plus $6 for Photo

m its A
SUBS & SALADS

Cash, Check, Tiger Stripe & Visa/MC accepted

$1.00 Off

7. The Usual Suspects
Gramercy

any regular 6"or 12"
Sub§andwich*

8. Hackers
MGM
9. Babe

*Nol vaftd with Value Menu items.
Pleite preterit tta coupon Cr'iyt woVfio(. Not viM it ifleted or dupfcoled One o»der (*' coupon.
One coupon per cwtomet per w.ii CuUomer mutl n*r »"V M*M l*i due. Not good in combeution with
•ny othef offer. (UUffalue 1/100 oi ]C.f£dtem«t>ie it puhcquimf. lest**MIL Eip*ei 1 2/JI/9V

Universal

10. Braveheart
Paramount

TiX
FOOD

TEXACO

-Associated Press

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.
Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday products are being made from materials
you've recycled. But to keep recycling working for the future, you need to look
for these products and huy them. For a free brochure, call 1"800"CALL~EDF.
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Showgirls struts its stuff for audiences

?ALL MO.VIES

DAVID POLLARD

SHOWGIRLS

staff critic

^ompany

Dhte *

:olumbia

Oct. 6

Paramount

0?t. 13*

20th Cent. Fox

Oct. 13

vlGM

Qft. 20«

:olumbia

Nov.

20th Cent. Fox

NOV.

vlGM

NOV. 17

f your kind of movie consists
of beautiful naked women having sex with men, and displaying lesbian overtones, then
Showgirls is the movie for you.
Elizabeth Berkley of Saved by the
Bell fame stars as Nomi Malone, a
hooker who runs off to Las Vegas
to be a showgirl dancer. Along the
way, she is robbed, taken advantage of, but in the end, she
becomes a star.
Nomi begins her journey by
being robbed by the person she
hitchhikes a ride to Las Vegas
with. Over accentuating her obvious distress, she pounces on, then

I
Nicole
Kidman in
To Die For.

New Line Cinema

rating:
review:'

cries on the shoulder of a stranger
who becomes her best friend. They
move in together, and Nomi finds
a job doing what most dancers do
in Las Vegas: stripping.
Nomi's friend works as a costume designer for one of Vegas'
top shows, Goddess. Nomi sits in
on one of the performances and
immediately decides that she
wants to be a part of the show. She
gets a brief moment to meet the

To say that the story told in Seven is
twisted would be an understatement. Think
back, if you will, to the summer of 1990. A
lot of folks, most of whom hadn't seen the
movie, said that The Silence of the Lambs
was the sickest, most disgusting, and most
utterly unredeeming thing ever put on film.
When you saw Silence you saw that it
did have its unsettling moments, but it was
such a great picture that all that didn't seem
to matter. Seven is, in some ways, what
those folks wanted Silence... to'be: gory,
depressing, full of evil and with an ending
that is shocking and disturbing to the core.
Seven's director (David Fincher of
Alien 3) and production staff give it a look
and feel that set an extremely dark mood.
Until the final sequence set in a vast rural
field washed in late-afternoon sun, the
whole picture unwinds in a filthy, nameless
city with perpetual clouds and rain.
Overall, Seven is a great buddy-cop
movie (with the occasional humorous
moment at Pitt's expense), a puzzling murder mystery and a frightening psychological thriller all rolled up into one. There's
nothing cheery about it, and it isn't for the
faint of heart or weak of stomach, but it is a
horrifying shocker that's near the top of its
game.

SEVEN
company:

company: Universal IPictures
rating:
NC-17
review: tylfcty

'*V«V„".#

break in his ambitious young partner/replacement, David Mills (Pitt).
The two very different men must
combine their talents to catch a
mysterious serial killer named John
Doe
(actor's name withheld upon
iy New Line Cinemas
request).
Doe is^on wljat he feels is a mission
from God, committing a series of grisly
murders whose victims are extreme examples of the seven deadly sins: Gluttony,
ve
Greed, Slo*h, Pride, Lust, Wrath and Envy.
?ritDoe believes he can cleanse society of
d
its ills by forcing the attrition of a handful
luof noteworthy siiyiers. Apart from his
strange motive, Doe's methods set him
apart. Instead of simply executing his victims for their evils, he turns their sins
ity
around on^hem, ^putting a new spin on the
term "self-destruction." He leaves notes at
the scenes with topical quotations from the
; to
works of Milton ^nd Shakespeare.

The World just Became A More Beautiful Place
* (At least this lucty little piece olit M)

-Stephen Farber, MOVIEUNE

"NICOLE KIDMAN
GIVES THE BEST
PERFORMANCE
OF THE YEAR.
She's this year's

OUTSTANDING
CINEMATIC
ENTERTAINMENT.
DON'T MISS IT."

dead-on lock

.

"NICOLE KIDMAN
IS DEVIOUSLY

-Rod Lurie, KMPC-7JO

DEUOOUS.
It is her best

"NICOLE KIDMAN
DELIVERS A KILLER
PERFORMANCE.
Van Sant deftly
blends film,
video interviews
and headlines"

performance"
-George Pennacfiio, KFMB-TV

"OUTRAGEOUSLY
ENTERTAINING AND
PROVOCATIVE...
FUNNY, SHOCKING
AND WICKEDLY
PACED. NICOLE
KIDMAN DELIVERS
A DELICIOUSLY
WITTY AND
CAPTIVATING
PERFORMANCE."
-BillDiehl,
ABC RADIO NETWORK

- Patrick Stoner, PBS FUCKS

$1.00 Off

any regular 6"or 12"

jSub§andwich*

'Not valid with Value Menu Hems.
Pleaie pvetent Itw coupon before cudeimt;. No) vihd il altered or duplicated. One order per coupon.
One coupon pet customer per *»'t Customer mutt pay any sales Mi due. No) food in corrtwution with
any other offer. CJiU»ihw 1/100 ol K.fjMeenuble it paincip*lm| restaurants. Ertprel 12/JI/95.
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Buy a regular 6" BLIMPIE Cold Sub Sandwich

Get One*

Y^rtll

_TOr TTee.
'Regular C* Cold Sub Sandwich must be of equal or lesser value than sandwich purchased
Please present Ihrt coupon before ord>iin|. Not v*W rt altered or duphcated. One order per coupon.
One coupon per customer per wit. Cm turner must pay any sales lai due. Mot rood *r combination with
any other oiler. Cash value 1/IU0 ol IC. Redeemable at partxipalmi restaurants. Expires 12/31/95.
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©Clean
Systems

TEXACO
FOOD MART

Power
Premium ;]
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-Pau/Wunder, WBAI

for an Oscar
nomination"

"THE BLACKEST,
MO$T WICKED
COMEDY IN AGES.
NICOLE KIDMAN
IS AS GOOD AS
SHE IS BEAUTIFULAND THAT'S AS
GOOD AS IT GETS!'

SUBS & SALADS

beginning lacks spark, it does get
better. One thing that doesn't go
lacking in Showgirls is the cinemaphotography. There are some
awesome shots of the Rockies, Las
Vegas lights and shows and the
strip club.
Minus weak choreography, the
technical part of this movie is truly
remarkable and the costumes are
really sexy. Berkley shows a little
to much attitude on the stage,
which comes close to being ridiculous.
Bordering on soft porn ,
Showgirls is worthy of its NC-17
rating. Even though the movie is
predictable, it will fulfill its main
goal of entertaining you. When
you go, take your ID—it's the law!

"THE MOST EXHILARATING
AMERICAN MOVIE
SINCE 'PULP FICTION'!*

-Stephen Sofaan, DETAILS

WD Its A Beautiful Thing!

Hwy^a

star of the production, Cristal.
Cristal goes to Cheetas,where
Nomi works, and sees Nomi stripping. Cristal arranges for Nomi to
do a lap dance with her male
friend while she watches. This is
the first real sensual sex scene that
borders on soft porn.
Throughout the movie, Nomi
is taken advantage of by her socalled friends. They exploit her for
their benefit and for the business.
Nomi eventually tires of the games
Cristal plays with her, and puts her
in the hospital. With Cristal out of
the way, Nomi becomes the obvious choice to replace her, but she
is then open to the exploits of the
top dogs of Las Vegas.
Although the acting in the

654-30071

NICOLE

KIDMAN

TO DIE FOR
All she wonted was a little attention.
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents
In Association With RANK FILM DISTRIBUTORS A LAURA Z!SK1N Production A film By GUS VAN SANT
starring: NICOLE KIDMAN 10 DIE F0R"J0AQUIN PHOENIX and MATT DILLON""«DANNY ELFMAN
JH JONATHAN TAPUNand JOSEPH M.CARACCIOLO ™M, JOYCE MAYNARD"£BUCK HENRY
*■ PR0DUCI?LAURA ZiSKIN D,R£CTI?GUSVANSANT HISH ?«£L]
DiSTRieUTED THROUGH SONY PICTURES RELEASING
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The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's).
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny

MasterCard,

like that.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard8 card. Then

SHIS 345b IBSO

you could use it to buy the things you really want.
And with these College MasterValues® coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until
you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
enough as it is. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money.
JCPenney
Optical Center

TWEEDS

50% OFF ANY
EYEGLASS FRAME
Save 50% on absolutely every eyeglass frame plus...
bonus discount of $20 on our best lenses. Sale
includes any eyeglass frame in stock when you purchase a complete pair of eyeglasses and use your
MasterCard*Card. Lens discount applies to our best
lenses. See optician for details. Coupon required.
Offer and coupon valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid only on
purchases using a MasterCard* Card. Surrender
COLLEGE
coupon at time ot pu :hase. Coupon h;
faJue. and may not be combined with any
coupon, discount, Value Right package or
vision care plan. Limit one coupon per purch;
'tstaV**-'
See optician lor details. Void where prohibited.

^RTQIRVED

SAVE $10 ON
WOMEN'S APPAREL
Simplicity, comfort and style... that's Tweeds.
Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call
1-800-999-7997 and receive a FREE catalog with
our latest styles. Place your order and save $10 on
any purchase of $50 or more when you use your
MasterCard* Card and mention the COLLEGE
MasterValues® offer #C3WA.
Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid only
on purchases usinp a MasterCard* Card and when
the COLLEGE MasterValues* offer #C3WA
mentioned. Offer void where prohibited, taxed,
or restricted. Coupon may not be combined
with any other coupon or discount. Shipping ana
handling are extra. Limit one discount per purchase.

COLLEGE

SAVE UP TO $140
Your college ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake
you'll always treasure. Save $35 on 10K gold, $70
on 14K gold or $140 on 18K gold. Call
1-800-952-7002 for more details. Mention
offer #9501.
Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid only on purchases using
a MasterCard* Card and when offer #9501 is
COLLEGE^
mentioned. Coupon may not be combined v
any other coupon or discount. Shipping and
handling are extra. Limit one discount per

PoS,"dSo',,c

Here's music to your ears... save S3 on one regularly priced Compact Disc at $6.99 or more when
you use your MasterCard* Card. Limit two $3
discounts per coupon, per purchase. Limit one $3
discount per box set purchase. Offer Not Valid
Without This Coupon. COUPON #336
Offer and coupon valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer
valid only on purchases using a MasterCard® Card.
Surrender coupon at time ofpurchase. Coupon
CQLLEGrhas no cash redemption value. Offer void where
prohibited, taxed or restricted. Coupon may not
bo combined with any other discount. Discount
not to exceed S6 per coupon. Coupon not
A&*+™»tAicA*
rfd on sde merchant
"%tertfa\U»

ramc

"°°' apP'y- V°"' wh"e

TIMI

49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION
Invest in your future and stay on top of current
developments with The Wall Street Journal. For
a limited time only, use your MasterCard^ Card
and pay just $23 for a 12-week subscription
to the nation's leading business publication.
To take advantage of this special offer, call
1-800-348-3555 and please refer to source
key 75NY.
COLLEGE
Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid
only on purchases using a MasterCard* Card
and when source key 75NY is mentioned.
Limit one subscription discount per person.

v„;d where prohiUd.

Afcc+-,Jt,Uirf,*

"*SterVaM«ft

^erVcfe-'

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE
Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of
top-quality videos at discount prices. All videos
are priced at $9.95 or less and are 100% satisfaction
guaranteed. Act now and get one video FREE
when vou buy three and use vour MasterCard®
Card. Call 1-800-551-0262 for your FREE catalog and ask for the COLLEGE MasterValues®
offer #1081-5999.
Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid only
fOLLEGF
on purchases using a MasterCard* Card and when J^---~2nhifl»*'s.
the COLLEGE Master Values* offer #1081-5999/^ jfj^
\
is mentioned. Offer may not be combined with ^ ^HP^^ J
any other offer or discount. Offer valid for U.S.
A-fck-t^AAJitf*!*
residents only. Void where prohibited.
"dSieTVaiU^

A

:v:Mim of Sony Music Entertainment. Inc.

SAVE 25%
Save 25% off the regular price of the Aerosmith
collection, featuring all the original Columbia
albums. BOX OF FIRE includes a previouslyunreleased, 5-track bonus disc of Aero-rarities and
hard-to-find gems including "Subway" "Circle Jerk"
and more! Order now and get 12 CDs for $89.99.
Call 1-800-322-3412 and ask for the COLLEGE
MaSterValueS* Offer. Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer
valid only on purchases using a MasterCard* Card
and when the COLLEGE MasterValucs® offer
is mentioned. Offer may not be combined
with any other discount. Shipping and handling
$3.50 per pui
e discount per
purchase. Sales tax applicable. Void where prohibited.

for Windows

SAVE 20%

COLUMBIA

ri

COLLEGE

Afestervaus*

Run into Herman's and save. Take 20% off your
next purchase of regular priced merchandise when
you use your MasterCard* Card. Find everything
you need at Herman's...We Are Sports* Offer
excludes certain merchandise. Coupon Required.
Offer and coupon valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid only on purchases using a MasterCard* Card. Surrender coupon at time ofpurchase.
Offer excludes CrossWalk Plus, Cardio-Glide, all golf balls, select pro
clubs, select Prince, Wilson. Head. Pro-Kennex and Ektelon rackets,
select Nike and Reebok Prestige product, Fila, Teva, Converse L.J.,
Asics 200! and Rollerblade footwear. Team Division merchandise,
hunting and fishing licenses, equipment si
home delivery and gift certificates. Offer may
not be combined with any other discount
or promotion. Limit one coupon per
purchase. Coupon valid at any Hermanns
Aferty-AfJi^C
location. SPC #65. Void where prohibited.
«5TeTVaMej

Join for only $15, instead of the regular $60 annual
membership. Then enjoy FREE lift tickets and savings
up to 50% on lift tickets, resort lodging and dining,
etc., at top resorts East and West. A great gift for
skiers/snowboarders. Call 1-800-800-2SKI (2754) to
join or for details and specials in your favorite areas
and mention offer #15MCSK1. Plus look for us on the
internet at URL http://www.skicard.com/skicard
Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid only
on purchases using a MasterCard*' Card and when
the #15MCSKI is mentioned. Details on
skier discounts listed in 95/96 "Savings Guide"
included with each membership. Hours: Mon-Fn.
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mm time. Void where prohibited

.COLLEGE.
'^sterVatu*'

W A fl N E R

WORDEXPRESS
Box or FIRE

JOIN AND SAVE $45

"Colin*
Jawalrv
Collaga Jawalry

CAMELOT
SAVE $3 OFF A CD

Mastet

SAVE 40% ON WINDOWS
WORD PROCESSOR
WordExpress makes it easy to create great looking
reports, term papers, essays and more. Top of the
line feature set, fast and easy to use. Includes professionally designed Resume Templates. Only $29.95
when you use your MasterCard* Card and mention
offer WXO-MC. To order, call 1-800-998-4555.
Visit Us On The World Wide Web At
http://delta.com/microv/home
Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid
only on purchases using a MasterCard® Card
and when offer WXO-MC is mentioned.
Shipping and handling are additional. Limit
one discount per purchase. Void where prohibited

50% OFF FILM PROCESSING
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
Take 50% off the regular price of processing and
printing on the first set of prints at MotoPhoto,
when you use your MasterCard* Card. Call
1-800-733-6686 for the location nearest you.
Limit 1. Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.
Offer and coupon valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Cash redemption value
1 /20£ Offer valid only on purchases using a MasterCard* Card. Surrender
coupon at time ofpurchase. Limit one coupon per purchase. Cannot
be combined with any other offers or discounts.
COLLEGf
MotoPhoto Club Members are entitled to take
10% off"the coupon price. Offer valid on C-41
process, 35 mm film, and standard size prints
only. Offer valid at participating stores only.
^fasfPrValu^''
Void where prohibited.

THE SHARPER IMAGE

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE

Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty
retailer of gift, fitness, recreational, travel, apparel
and more. Save 15% on a purchase of $75 or more
when you shop at any of our 75 store locations or
by mail order. Call 1-800-344-4444, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, to find the store nearest you or
for a FREE Catalog. Coupon Required. Offer and coupon
valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid only on purchases using a
MasterCard* Card. There arc a limited number of items to which this
offer does not apply. May not be combined with Frequent Buyers™
Program, Price Matching PoUcy, auction purchases, or other discounts
or promotions. Not valid on purchase of gift certificates *-QI
or on previous purchases. The discount is applicable
—*■ to. and die minimum purchase based on current
merchandise prices only, and excludes tax,
shipping and tax on shipping. Void where
Afcw*__»i»l,iaC*
prohibited.
'OSCODEL__ . _ _^^fL _ .

) 1995 MasterCard International Incorporated
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The Tea Party
The Edges of Twilight
EMI Records

DAVID POLLARD

staff critic

Hot spot: "TheBazaar"
Low blow: "Inanna"
Bottom line: A unique
mix of instruments and lyrics

With their second album
since 1993, The Tea Party has
blended worldly instruments
from around the world together
with mysteriously romantic
lyrics to form a very good
album.
All songs on this album
can be classified as love songs.
Each song also has strong poetic tones with an overall message of the band asking a
woman to be with them. Lead
singer and co-producer Jeff
Martin has a very deep methodical voice that resonates his
words.
This is a good love album
for those in the alternative
music scene. The Edges of
Twilight is the best album from
The Tea Party so for, and it
shows their wide range of
musical talents.

Animaniacs
Variety Pack
Kid Rhino

DEBBIE CHAKLOS

layout and design coordinator
Hot spot: "All The Words
In The English Language"
Low blow: "Wakko's Two
Note Song"

Students Tickets On The Hill $8

If you've ever come home
from a hard day of classes and
tuned into the witty antics of
Yakko, Wakko and Dot, then
you can only imagine what the
Animaniacs: Variety Pack has
to offer.
Featuring 16 never-beforereleased songs from the hit cartoon series, Variety Pack is
chuck-full of random lyrics and
educational sequences."
Multiplication," "All The
Words
In
The
English
Language"
and
"The
Presidents"use the same pattern
to make learning virtually painless for kids (and college students) who buy the album.
If you are familiar with the
cartoon series, then you will
recognize a few of the old
favorites like "Pinky & The
Brain" and the "Slappy
Squirrel Theme."
The album is mindless
entertainment for a few minutes
until it drives you insane. It
may not be for everyone, but
the funny and mindless, yet
somehow educational, songs
sure would make an ideal birthday present for your little
brother or sister.

Nature
Nature
Zoo Records

KRISTA CHENOWETH

copy editor

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1
Clemson Memorial Stadium
1:00 pm kickoff
SPECIAL STUDENT TICKET: SIT ON THE HILL FOR $8
Purchase tickets to sit on the Hill at Gate 5 - Starting two hours before game time.
OCTOBER

Tickets on the Hill
are available for NOVEMBER
every game! ■9HT!7531

Buccaneers
1
15 Jets
22 Saints
19 Cardinals
Colts
3
10 49ers
17 Falcons

Enjoy NFL football
this weekend
and all season long!

These tickets available only at Gate 5 at Clemson Memorial Stadium.
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Hot Spot: "You Only
Live 2X"
Low Blow: "Justine"
Bottom Line: Take away
the music and vocals and just
leave the sound effects for
premium listening enjoyment.
Their self-titled debut
shows that Nature has almost as
much creativity in their music
as they did when naming their
album. The sound is very glamrock with many, many digital
and electronic effects, which
serve to be the high points of
each song.
Brian Threatt, singer, guitarist and programmer, sports a
shaved head, tattoos and earrings, yet his style of singing
borders on Ozzy-Ozbournemeets-Mariah-Carey. Nothing
against Ozzy, but that overdeveloped,
over-practiced
screaming and droning just
doesn't work for everyone.
One word: Yuck.
"You Only Live 2X," as
you might deduce, was inspired
by the James Bond movie and
is a full-throttle, distortedmetal song with lots of laser
sounds. If the CD was a roller
coaster, this would be the loop.
But after every loop, there
comes a drag. Consider that to
mostly be the rest of the album.
"Justine" is a pscudo-lovesong
to Justine Bateman of Family
Ties fame. It is refreshing,
though, to not have to listen to
sappy crap that has already
been put into lyrics a million
times over.
All of that matched with
the lame vocals do not make for
a successful future.

H 88.
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TOP
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1. Various Artists
Angus Soundtrack
2. Superchunk
Here's Where the Strings
Come In
3. Thumper
Thumper
4. Various Artists
Lemon Lime Volume 1
5. Seaweed
Spanaway
6. Bunnygrunt
Action Pants
7. Palace Music
Viva Last Blues
8. Air Miami
Me Me Me
9. Liz Phair
Juvenalia
10. Toenut
Information
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Red Meat
But Mom, he fell out of the
tree and he's not breathin."

I'm gonna use 'em to
hold Larry's eyes open

Mom? Can I borrow some
quarters out of your purse?

What for?

vC

don't think it's a
good idea for you
to stick things in
your friend's eyes.

©1995 MAX CANHON

Red Meat
Jeez. The other day it was really hot. I guess
I must've had heat stroke because I got real
woozy and threw up, so I decided I better take
off my clothes and lay down for a little while.

It didn't help, though...the bus driver
made me get out at the very next stop.
lift:

lilf
fltl
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Joey

Off the Mark
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z $er Aiwrf...

AKOUHt*** tM*. DATELESS Socks, SoiLEP
VoxtfiS, «A«L-*M*> EVER PflffP'N* P"^T
guNW/CS, TlMHY FINALLY fiul>S M& LoftO.
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NEXT
WEEK
Check out
reviews of fall
premire television shows.
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Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! :
Well, you are a year older.
Last year, you were a year
younger. Next year, you will
be a year older than you are
now. Your dog will also be
older, but to him it will seem
like an additional seven years.
ARIES (March 21-April
19): The stars are gathering
for an impromptu announcement. Their message: The servant waits while the master
baits.
TAURUS (April 20-May
20): Due to a freak lunch accident, you will soon come into
a large sum of money thanks
to a crafty lawyer. Frequent
Harcombe between the hours
of 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. today.
This is tainted money, however, gained by deceit. The only
way to stop the money from
adversely effecting your life is

to buy all the remaining copies
of Living in the 90s so they will
stop running that damn advertisement. Please follow your
instincts.
GEMINI (May 21-June
20): Don't buy that new
AC/DC album! Your copy is
destined to be miserably defective. Besides, it sounds just like
the last one.
CANCER (June 21-July
22): You will be terribly disappointed by an NC-17 movie in
your area. Cross the border and
rent a nice porno flick instead.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
The position of Jupiter's "Red
Eye" bodes well for your love
life. Perfect your seduction and
lovemaking techniques, and
even consider finding a partner
sometime this week. It'll be
nice for a change.
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.
22): Your Grandma? That's
right—hit by a bus.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
For some reason, Libras and
acne seem to be astrologically
connected this week. Avoid
chocolate, puberty and big dates
named 'Biff.'
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.
21): You will offend someone
very close to you by invoking
outdated slang. Avoid both Fast
Times at Ridemont High and St.
Elmo's Fire.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Dec. 21): There is a piece of
meat that has been mutating
inside of your fridge for the better part of the year. It's about
time to clean out most of your
major appliances. I mean really!
It's bad enough that you never
empty your damn litter boxes!

And take out the trash, you
filthy slob.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22Jan. 19): Your neighbors and
RA are starting to get suspicious. Cover up the air vent
over the door and buy a fan. A
few cans of air freshener
couldn't hurt either.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20Feb. 18): You will step on an
ant today and realize the true
value of life. Share your
secrets with those closest to
you, in hopes that they too,
can somehow make a difference in the world today.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March
20): Stop surfin' the 'net you
F'n geek!
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Greene glory
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State presents season's crossroads
JAY MARCOUX

asst. sports editor

The Tigers are set to face the
Wolfpack of N.C. State tomorrow at
Carter-Finley Stadium in the 15th annual Textile Bowl at Raleigh at 1 p.m.
Clemson is 2-2 overall with a 1-2
record in the ACC while N.C. State is
just 1-3 overall and
0-2 in the conference thus far.
Clemson
will
play as a 2 1/2-point
favorite this week.
Both teams are coming off of tough
losses. Clemson lost
Priester
22-3 last week to
Virginia while the
Wolfpack lost 14-0 to non-conference
opponent Baylor.
The Wolfpack thrashed the Tigers in
Death Valley last year by the score of
29-12. Clemson looks to avenge the
loss at home.
Both teams have been plagued by
turnovers in their losses. The Tigers
turned the ball over
four times against
the
llth-ranked
Cavaliers.
N.C.
State's quarterback
Terry Harvey threw
two interceptions in
the loss to Baylor.
"We lost the
Wyatt
turnover game and
the penalty battle
against two very good teams," said head
coach Tommy West referring to the
Tigers' two losses to Virginia and
Florida State.
"Our team realizes that we cannot
make those mistakes and have a chance
to beat a good team."
N.C. State has yet to beat a Division
I-A football team. Clemson's only victory over a Division I-A team is a 29-14
win over Wake Forest.
The series between the Tigers and
the Wolfpack has been even at 5-5 over
the last ten years. The Tigers lead the
all-time series 39-23-1. Clemson's last
win in Raleigh came in 1990 by the
score of 24-17.
The Tigers hope to avenge last
year's defeat at home.

"There is tremendous improvement
from a year ago," West said. "Now
we've got to settle in and play with
more poise and a little bit more composure."
On offense, tailback Tremayne
Stephens is the featured back for N.C.
State. Stephens has 325 yards rushing
so far this season.
Stephens was limited to just 30
yards on the ground last week against
Baylor, however.
Raymond Priester is the featured
tailback for the Tigers. Priester is fourth
in the ACC in rushing with 437 yards

^Priester aims to extend streak
tfHiger football notes
P*g e 10A
and a touchdown.
Fullback Emory Smith is also a
lethal weapon in the Tiger backfield.
He has 190 rushing yards on 36 carries
and has scored five touchdowns this
season.
Clemson is second in the ACC in
total offense behind Florida State and
are ranked 30th nationally.

N.C. State ranks eighth in total
offense in the ACC.
Clemson's defense ranks 18th
nationally and third in the ACC. N.C.
State does not rank nationally in the top
50 of any statistical category except for
net punting where the Wolfpack ranks
47th overall.
"I think there is a burning desire
within this team to turn the corner and
get back where we want to be," said
West.
"We will approach this week the
same way we approach every other
week."

Carmie Landeen: portrait of an
athelete as a young woman
KERRI WEST

staff writer

photo courtesy Clemson Sports Information

Carmie Landeen, Clemson's sophomore
soccer star from Lakeville, Minn., credits
her older sister Angela for her success.

When someone mentions Clemson women's
soccer, what name immediately comes to
mind? That's right—Carmie Landeen, the
starting center forward for the Lady Tigers.
Carmie Landeen is a sophomore in Education
from Lakeville, Minn. Although she was recruited
by several other schools, she came to Clemson
because she wanted to be a part of the action and
"not just another player on the roster."
Landeen had also previously worked with the
coaches, head coach Tracy Leone and assistant
coach Ray Leone, in camps during high school, so
she knew she liked what they had to offer.
Carmie has been playing soccer and basketball
since she was eight years old. Like that of all other
Clemson athletes, the practice and training for
women's soccer is strenuous and very time consuming.
So what is her motivation when times get tough?
"I just love to play," says Landeen.
She was awarded ACC Rookie-of-the-Year in
1994 and was the top scorer in the ACC, with 25
goals, and fourth overall in the nation. She was also
named to the Soccer America All-Freshmen team.
Landeen's biggest inspiration has been her older
sister, Angela.
"She taught me everything I know," says
Landeen. "She always pushed me, always reminded
me to never give up."
According to coach Tracy Leone, Cannie's sucsee LANDEEN, page 12A

Collins offered shot to start
ASSOCIATED PRESS

file photos

Rookie quarterback
Kerry Collins (above)
has been offered a
chance at the starting
job by coach Dom
Capers (right).

ROCK HILL, S.C. - Even
now, Kerry Collins can recall
vivid details from that day. It
was the first week of June, and
Collins, fresh out of Penn
State, was at the Carolina
Panthers' mini-camp as an
unsigned rookie.
He wasn't having much
fun as he struggled to grasp
the intricacies of being a pro
quarterback.
Plenty has changed since
that late-spring afternoon. For
starters, Collins is armed with
a contract that could pay him
$23 million over seven years.
He also has made considerable
strides in the areas of on-field

knowledge and confidence.
And offensive coordinator Joe
Pendry, who used to run up to
Collins after almost every play
to discuss what went wrong,
has replaced that routine with
frequent shouts of "Good job,
Kerry!"
As a result of all that,
Carolina is engaged in a push
to make Collins, at age 22, the
youngest starting quarterback
in the NFL.
Although Panthers'coach
Dom Capers won't confirm
who his starter for Sunday will
be, he and others in the organization make it clear they are
very pleased with the progress
made by the player they've
chosen to lead them into the

next century.
Pendry said the real indicator of how far Collins has come
is his poise and leadership in
the huddle.
"When he steps in the huddle, he sounds exactly like he
knows what he's doing and this
is the play that's going to be,"
Pendry said. "He's in charge."
"We know we can be
good," Collins said. "We have
that confidence, we have that
feeling, even though we may
not be good right now, we may
be young, we may be struggling, we may lose a few
games.
"But eventually, we're
going to be a damn good football team. We know that."
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Priester altering team record book
MIKE MCCOMBS

Cavs place two
in ACC awards

sports editor

Tailback Raymond Priester has become
the Tigers' offensive workhorse this season.
Priester has turned in three straight 100yards rushing performances. He had 111
yards against Florida State, 154 yards against
Wake Forest and 111 yards against Virginia.
The last Tiger to have three consecutive
100-yard performances was Ronald Williams
in 1991.
If Priester manages a fourth straight 100yard game, he will be the first Tiger to do so
since Kenny Flowers in 1985. Flowers had
seven 100-yard games that year, including
the last five straight.
Priester's 437 rushing yards are more
than he had all of last season. In 11 games
last year, he managed 343 yards on the
ground.
His 109 yards-per-game average is ahead
of Cliff Austin's Clemson record of 106.4 set
in 1982.
Only four Tigers have averaged over 100
yards-per-game over the course of a season.
They were Austin, Terrence Flagler in 1986,
Buddy Gore in 1967 and Kenny Flowers in
1985.
Despite Priester's success this season,
West would like to get others some action.
"We are gonna make ourselves play some
other people," said West. "I just don't believe
he's gonna hold up carrying it 27 times with
the shots that he takes."
"He's not a back that gets hit and rolls off
and doesn't take hard hits," said West. "He
takes them straight on and tries to run
through people, and then you couple that
with the fact that he's catching some passes
and taking some shots there. I don't believe
he can hold up for the season."
"We've got some other people that we've
got to get in the game and let them play," said
West.
Priester is currently ranked fourth in the
ACC and 31 st nationally in rushing.

MIKE MCCOMBS

sports editor

Tyrone Walker/head photographer

Fullback-turned tailback Raymond Priester is on
pace to set a record for Clemson running backs in
rushing yardage per game with a 109-yard average.

Greene record
book-bound
Nealon Greene hopes to tie
two Clemson records Saturday
against N.C. State.
Greene is shooting for his
third straight 200-yard passing
game. He would tie the record
for 200-yard games in a season
by a Clemson quarterback as
well as the record for 200-yard
games in a season by a Tiger
signal caller.
Tommy Kendrick set the
record for consecutive 200yard games in 1970 and
DeChane Cameron had three
200-yard games in 1991.
Greene is averaging 212.8
yards per game in total offense
, well over the Clemson record
of 180.3 set by Tiger great
Steve Fuller in 1978.
His passing efficiency rating of 127.8 is 45th in the
nation. No Tiger has finished in
the top fifty since Mike Eppley
finished 25th in 1984.
No Clemson quarterback
has ever averaged over 150
yards passing for a season.
Greene is currently averaging
187.5 yards per game.

Wyatt all-purpose
leader
Tiger receiver Antwuan
Wyatt, one of the nation's top
all-purpose players, had 182

all-purpose yards against 12th
ranked Virginia Saturday.
Wyatt has averaged 146 allpurpose yards per game this
season to rank third in the ACC
and 35th in the nation.
The Tiger record for allpurpose yards per game for a
season is held by Ray
Mathews. He averaged 122.1
yards in 1948 when he had
1,343 yards in 11 games.
Wyatt is ranked in two
other categories in which he
leads the Tigers. He is ranked
16th in the nation in punt
returns with a 13.56 average.
He is 18th nationally in kickoff
returns with a 26.3 average.
Wyatt also leads the Tigers
with 16 catches for 267 yards.
Wyatt's 182 yards against
Virginia were the most by any
Tiger since Ronald Williams
had 242 yards against the
Cavaliers in 1991.
- compiled by Mike
McCombs, sports editor

All six places in the ACC player-ofthe-week voting were claimed by players
from Virginia, North Carolina and Wake
Forest.
For the Cavaliers, linebacker
Anthony
Poindexter was
the
rookie-ofthe-week,
Joe
Crocker was the
defensive backof-the-week and
ReportWill Brice was
the specialist-of-the-week.
Tar Heel flanker Octavus Barnes took
offensive back honors and teammate
Greg Ellis was named defensive lineman-of-the-week. Demon Deacon lineman Elton Ndoma-Ogar was the offensive lineman-of-the-week.
Crocker, a senior, had an interception, a fumble recovery, five passes
defended and nine tackles against
Clemson Saturday. Poindexter led the
Cavs in tackles with 15, 11 of which
were unassisted. Brice had eight punts in
the rain for a 40.8-yard average. His
longest was 52 yards.
Wake's Ndoma-Ogar anchored the
Deacon offensive line, grading out at 92
percent efficiency. He was perfect on
pass protection, not allowing a sack or a
pressure.
Barnes had seven catches for 158
yards in UNC's 17-10 victory over the
Louisville Cardinals, including the
game-winning touchdown on a thirdand-15 play with 14 seconds remaining.

CLEMSON CAMPUS
MINISTERS' ASSOCIATION
Clemson Campus Ministers' Association is committed to
developing- a religious atmosphere on the Clemson
campus in which religious learning and practice is
encouraged, diverse faith traditions respected, and high
pressure proselytizing is discouraged.
B'nai B'rith Hillel
Richard Klein

656-3746

Baptist Campus Ministry
Tim Willis

654-4101

Catholic Student Association
Mike Kerrigan
Patti Grip

654-7804

Episcopal Campus Ministry
(Canterbury)
Tom Davis

654-5071

Lutheran Campus Ministry
Chris Heavner

654-4232

Presbyterian Student Association
Steve Price
Alicia Perry

654-9207

Reformed University Fellowship (PCA)
David Sinclair
653-4118
Jerdone Davis
United Methodist Campus Ministry
(Wesley Foundation)
654-4547
Ron Singleton
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Tiger Soccer

The Only full coverage of all Clemson athletics is in the
sports section of The Tiger. Get it. Read it. Live it.

Women whip
Furman 5-0
MIKE MCCOMBS

sports editor

The 15 th ranked Lady
Tiger soccer team defeated the
Lady Paladins of Furman
University 5-0 Tuesday night
in Greenville.
Clemson jumped on top
early when Carmie Landeen
scored just 32 seconds into the
contest.
It was Landeen's seventh
goal in the Lady Tigers' eight
games.
The Tigers were held
scoreless by an effective Lady
Paladin defense until Sara
Burkett scored her third goal
of the season with just 37 seconds remaining in the half.
In the second half, the
Lady Tiger offense finally
busted loose. Julie Johnson,
assisted by Katie Baruth,
scored her third goal of the
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season at the 59:49 mark.
Johnson assisted on the next
Clemson goal by Sharon
Pickering, her second this
year.
Lissa Mansberry closed
out the scoring with her goal at
the 82:15 mark. Mansberry's
goal, assisted by Katie
Barnett, was her first of the
season.
The Lady Tigers dominated Furman in both shots on
goal, 32-2, and corner kicks,
8-1. The Lady Paladins out
fouled Clemson 14-8.
Despite Clemson's five
goals, Furman goalkeeper Sara
Kesler had an excellent game.
She had fourteen saves and
stopped three one-on-one
plays.
The Lady Tigers improved
their record to 5-3. They see
action next tonight at 7 p.m.
against Florida State.

L

proudly presents

3WLII
October 2-6,1995
KKr

KA0

(AH games played on
Bowman Field)

5 pm

T0B2

5 pm

ZTA2

5 pm

5 pm

Friday
Oct. 6

ATA
5 pm

KAl
5 pm

—

AATI

r®Bi
5 pm

KA2
6 pmi

XQ

5 pm

6 pm

KAl
6 pm

6 pm

AT 2
6 pm

AAA

ATI

Like sports?
Want some spending cash?

6 pm

6 pm

ni

ZTA1

Write SPORTS for The Tiger!

Monday
Oct. 2

Beginning Monday!
Run an ad in The Tiger! Just stop by the information
desk in the loggia. Only 10<t a word for students.
Pay with cash, check or Tiger Stripe!

Wednesday
Oct. 4

Thursday
Oct. 5

Thursday
Oct. 5

Wenesday
Oct. 4

Tuesday
Oct. 3

Sorority Football Tournament in Support of Clemson Community Care!
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Co-op Candidates
*1&

6t<*'

The Co-op Office is currently seeking candidates for the January work period.
Interested students should contact the Co-op Office in 321 Brackett Hall
(656-3150) to learn more about the program, or to apply.

CRYOVAC

Requirements:

¥&s^^

=> Full-time student at Clemson University
=> Minimum overall GPA of 2.45
=> Complete freshman year prior to reporting to work

ROBERT BOSCH

WW///A

MILL! KEN
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Golf team ends
6th in tourney
SANDY RIGGS

copy editor

The Clemson Tiger golf
team finished sixth out of 11
other teams last weekend in
the 11th Annual Keswick Club
Cavalier Classic at the
Birdwood Golf Course in
Charlottesville, Va.
The Tigers finished 17
shots behind the co-champion
Virginia
Cavaliers
and
Southern Methodist Mustangs.
Clemson's Joey Maxon
and Richard Coughlan tied at
146, two over par, for eighth
place in the individual rankings.
Other Tiger finishes were
Charles Warren, 149; Mike
Byce, 156; and Sean Thornton,
156. The team score was 882
for the tournament.
Coach
Larry
Penley
described his teams play as
only average to poor.
j
"Joey
[Maxon]
and

Landeen
up close

Richard
[Coughlin]
both
played well," said Penley.
"They had top 10 finishes and
that's good, but as a whole, our
concentration and energy were
not the same as the week
before."
Last week the Tigers finished third at the Ping/Go//
Week Preview.
"I don't know if it was
because we were tired or overconfident, but we were not as
sharp as the week before," said
Penley.
"That's something we're
going to have to work on if
we're going to be competitive
week after week."
The scores for the first two
jounds of the tournament were
taken from the four lowest
scoring players on each team
after the rounds were completed.
The third round scores
were compiled using the four
lowest scores on each hole.

Do you wear glasses?
Do you have a spare pair?
How about prescription sunglasses?
What if you could get them
at factory-direct prices?

like $19.95?

sunglasses $29.95
bifocals $10 more

Now you can afford that spare pair of glasses. The
power of the Internet allows E-Zee Vision® Eyewear
to provide you with glasses at factory-direct prices.
For all the details, just point your browser to
http://www.eyeglass.com
You'll see how easy it is to determine your size and
other measurements. You can choose from men's,
women's or unisex styles.
You can fax your eyeglass prescription, or simply
authorize us to obtain it from your eye doctor.

We guarantee your complete satisfaction, or your money back.

point your WWW browser to:

http://www.eyeglciss.com
1-800-558-9899
fax: 1-813-377-9638
e-mail ezee@eyeglass.com

E-Zee Vision Eyewear
Morrison International
Sarasota, FL,

FRIENDS DON'T LEI FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
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PRINCIPLES.;/ SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

RECENTLY,
MORNINGSTAR CALLED
US CHEAP.
ITS NOT EVERT DAY
YOU GET A COMPLIMENT
LIKE THAT.

continued from 9A
cess is a result of an "interesting combination of
things...she's exceptionally
quick, exceptionally agile and
skillful. She has that entire
package along with a w.ork
ethic like I've never seen
before."
"I believe she is one of the
best collegiate forwards in
America, with the potential
and talent to make the
Women's National Team,"
Leone said. "The sky's the
limit for Carmie."
In the little spare time she
has, Carmie simply likes to
relax.
"I enjoy walking, biking
with friends and going to the
Coffee House," said Landeen.
"I spend a lot of time there."
But when it comes to the
soccer field, there is no time
for relaxation.
"Carmie's never satisfied,"
Leone said. "In training
everyday, at every game, she's
always striving to better herself and her game." v
Lissa Mansberry, a fellow
teammate, agrees with Leone.
"She is her own person,
always determined, always
hustling, and she definitely
hates to lose," Mansberry
said.
Landeen's wining attitude
is aptly reflected in her outlook for the future of
Clemson women's soccer.
"It's going great and can
only get better," Landeen said.
As for her future after
Clemson, she tries not to look
too far ahead.
"I take one day at a time,"
says Landeen. "I try to be the
best I can be in everything I
do.
"I want to be a good person and a good friend as well
as a good soccer player. I definitely want to coach someday
at the collegiate level, but for
now I just want to play."
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All financial companies charge operating fees
and expenses — some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better.
That way more of your money goes where it should
— towards building a comfortable future.
We make low expenses a high priority.
Because of our size and our exclusive focus on
serving the needs of educational and research
communities, TIAA-CREF's costs are among the
lowest in the insurance and mutual funds
industries.1
In fact, Momingstar, Inc. — one of the nation's
leading sources of variable annuity and mutual fund
information — says, "Size isn't a constraint;
it... enables CREF to realize a remarkable economy of
scale."2 According to Morningstar's data, CREF's
"minuscule" 0.31% average fund expense charge was
less than half that charged by comparable funds.3
TIAA's traditional annuity also charges no fees

aside from a very modest operating expense of 1/4 of
1% of annuity assets. Interest and dividends are
reported after all operating costs have been deducted.
Standard & Poor's calls TIAA's costs "exceptionally
low."4
Of course, expenses are only one factor to consider
when you make an investment decision. While we're
committed to keeping our expenses down, we spare
nothing in trying to provide top-quality investment
choices, financial expertise, and personal service.
Because that can make a difference in the long run,
too.
TIAA-CREF seeks performance, not profit.
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would like to
spend more on retirement, not on their retirement
company. If you'd like to see how our approach can
help keep more of your money working for you, call
us at 1 800 842-2776 (8 a.m. to 11 p.m. ET,
weekdays). We'd consider it a compliment.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.*"
\. Standard cjPoor'j Insurance Rating Analyju, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., Linper-Director'j AnalyticalData, 1995 (Quarterly). 2. Source: Momingstar, Variable Annuities/Life At
12/95. 3. Of the 2,358 variable annuity funds tracked by Momingstar, the average fund has annual expenses of 0.78% plus an insurance expense of 1.24%. Source: Momingstar, Inc.,
for periods ending July 31, 1995. 4. Standard eJ Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis, 1995.

\

TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. CREF is a variable annuity and its returns are not guaranteed. The value of your investment
can go up or down, no matter what expense levels are. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information,
including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2773, extension 5509, for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. Date of first use: 7/95.
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Football
Former Clemson wide
receiver turned pro tight end
Keith Jennings caught four
passes for 41 yards Sunday in
the Chicago Bears' 34-28 loss
to the streaking St. Louis
Rams, highlighted by a 15yard touchdown toss from Erik
Kramer early in the second
quarter.
Jennings now has seven
catches for 61 yards on the
season, including two touchdowns.
Cornerback
Donnell
Woolford also had four solo
tackles and an assist in aid of
the Bears' cause. Woolford
now has fourteen solo tackles
and two assisted tackles for the
season to go with his four
passes defended and two interceptions.
Minnesota linebacker Ed
McDaniel had five solo tackles and an assist in the
Vikings' 44-24 drubbing of the
Pittsburgh Steelers.
Linebacker
Levon
Kirkland had two solo tackles
and three assists in the
Steelers' losing effort.
Defensive back James

TIGERS IN THE PROS
Trapp had five tackles in the
Oakland Raiders' 48-17 comefrom-behind win over the
Philadelphia Eagles.
Linebacker
Wayne
Simmons had eight total tackles and one and a half sacks in
the Green Bay Packers 24-14
victory over the Jacksonville
Jaguars on Sunday night.

Golf
Chris Patton, former US

iJ^rKfei:-^;
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McMillon named MVP
Billy
McMillon,
a
Bishopville, S.C. native and
ex-Tiger baseball star, has
been voted the MVP of the A
Eastern League by the
league's
sports
writers.
McMillon (.313-14-93) was an
honorable mention for the
Baseball Weekly minor league
player-of-the-year.

;
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Amateur champion, fired a
207 to finish tied for 15th in
the Nike Boise Open last
weekend in Boise, Idaho.
Patton, who finished seven
shots behind champion Frank
Lickliter,
brought
home
$3,079 in prize money.
Dillard Pruitt shot a oneunder-par 209 to finish tied for
31st, 12 shots off of the lead,
in the $1 million PGA Quad
City Classic last weekend at
Oakwood Country Club in
Coal Valley, 111. Pruitt took
home $5,533 in prize money.

^wMmmi ©©08 ®Mb
Public Lighted 9 Hole Course • Driving Range • Proshop
• Club Repair • Lessons • Custom Clubs • 5 Miles from
Campus • Student Discounts • Call for Hours
215 Woodhaven Dr.
Pendleton, SC 29670
(864)646-9511

j{ail fashion
Come to HAIR SOUTH to get
FREE polish color with full set of nails

$25^ by Le

-compiled by Mike
McCombs, sports editor

-i£-

10%-15% OFF!
Official Wholesale Price List!
S.A. 1'eck & Co.
.55 /;'. Washington, Chicago, IL 60602
For a Free 32-Page Color Coining
Toil-Free (SOU) 922-0090 FAX (.112) 977-024H
Internet Catalog at hllp: //www.sapeck.ctnn/saaeck
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But when

hole in your pocket renders you Cwl £ffl'££€?E-€5SS,
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you reluctantly call the folks collect.
YOU

WOW OPEN!
Located in Downtown
Historic Pendleton

dial 1 800 CALL ATT.
Your pangs of guilt are minimal.

on the First Floor of Hunter's
Warehouse (on the side)

646-4842
11:30 am-5:30pm ll:30am-5:00pm
Tues.,Wed.&Thurs.
Fri. & Sat.

oloeAeUe'b

1 800 CALL ATT always costs less than I-SOO-COLLECT.
Always works from any phone. And always gets you the reliable ATST Network.

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice."

Foundations £ Scents on the square in
Pendleton, 646-9222

A wonderful selection of
pajamas, gowns, nightshirts
ladies undies
& bridal accessories

Indulge yourself or select a
gift for a friend.

AT&T

Bath w,.«-, Crystals, Foams, Gels.
Body Sponges, Lotions &
Creams.

Your True Choice

£&* Free gift wrapping <Jr$
' For interstate calls. Promotions occluded
1-800-COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCL

© 1995 AT&T
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Food for Thought
Clemson Dining Service, FFT #25

A Part of Your Award Winning Dining Service!

Midterm Survival Kit.
With the semester almost 1/3 over and midterms just
around the corner, it is easy to get distracted and miss
out on some happening events in the dining operations. The following paragraphs highlight some of the
events taking place.
Harcombe Food Court and Schilletter Dining Hall
offer weekly "Monotony Breakers". These are designed to give you that extra lift each week, by
featuring a self service mini buffet of taste bud temptations. Cascade of Salads, Stir Crazy, Dessert Buffet
A La Mode, and Super Soup Bar are featured this
month. We also have one theme dinner a month,
which offers a large scale buffet with all the trimmings. Look for our October Theme Dinner,
Oktoberfest.

fun facts

• The Canteen and Fernow Street Cafe are busy this
semester with daily specials. These are designed to
offer a quick grab-and-go meal deal at an attractive
price.
• Don't forget to take advantage of the pizza delivery
card at the Canteen. Buy 10 pizzas and get the 11th
one free. This special is offered for delivery orders
only from 4:30 p.m. to close, every night.
Don't let midterms give you the blues. Take advantage
of these deals and specials at your favorite location.
And, Good Luck!

From Harcombe Food Court:
• In an average year we use over
12,000 pounds of rib-eye steaks.
• We have in circulation over 3,600
drinking glasses per meal.
• Harcombe kitchen staff has over
220 years of combined cooking
experience.
• In an average year we use 26,880
heads of lettuce.
• Last week Harcombe served
33,690 meals.

Snack Attack—Win The Battle!
With busy work and school schedules it can be easy to
have little time left for three balanced meals a day.
Unfortunately, this trend forces many of us to skip
meals and resort to snacking in between meals as a
substitute to nutrition. Historically, snacks have been a
problem due to the fact that they supply too many
calories. But, if done with a little planning, snacks can
help you meet your daily need of protein, vitamins and
minerals. The key is to snack right. Use the following
guidelines to help balance your choices, and to make
snacking work for you.

• If eating crackers, select ones that are low in fat and
sodium, such as graham crackers, melba toast, or
saltines.

• Carry fresh fruits with you. Their natural sweetness
is much better for you than vending machine candy.

• Last but not least, limit the amount you eat. If you
snack to replace a meal, entree salads or a small
sandwich are good substitutions.

• Choose snacks that supply a variety of nutrients and
fiber. Dried fruits, raw vegetables and whole grain
breads or crackers are good sources.
• Try to avoid snacks that list sugar as the first item in
their ingredients.

• Avoid snacks that contain animal shortening and
palm or coconut oils. All of these are high in saturated fat.
• If using a beverage as a snack, water is the best. But,
skim milk and fruit juices are acceptable substitutions. Make sure the label says 100% real juice.

Cooking
For Health
Most men should consume only 5 teaspoons of
saturated fat in their daily diet. This amount is
equivalent to about two quarter pound hamburgers.
Shrimp contains about as much cholesterol as meat.
But fortunately they contain less fat than meat, and
their fat is essentially unsaturated and contains Heart
Healthy fatty acids.

Most of the above information was taken from a nutrition
article titled, "Attacking Snacking...THE DIETARY
GUIDELINES WAY".

One cup of broccoli or cauliflower contains more
Vitamin C than an average orange.

PLEASE NOTE:
Food For Thought is a monthly capsule devoted to
issues relating to a healthy life-style. Although our
primary focus will be nutrition oriented topics, we will
also give attention to a variety of subjects that will
hopefully contribute to an overall state of wellness.
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MENU SPECIALS
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
BRUNCH
11 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
$6.67 +tax
DINNER
Soft Shell Tacos
Baked Spaghetti
SUNDAY
BRUNCH
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
$6.67 +tax
DINNER
Beef Crispitos
Caribbean Jerk Chicken
SUNDAY
BRUNCH
11 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
$6.67+tax
DINNER
BBQ Chicken
French Dip Sandwich
SUNDAY
BRUNCH
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
$6.67 +tax

m

DINNER
Grilled Ham Steak
Beef Macaroni
SUNDAY
BRUNCH
11 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
$6.67 +tax
DINNER
Soft Shell Tacos
Baked Spaghetti

MONDAY

Food For Thought
continued

TUESDAY

LUNCH
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Fried Cattish Nuggets
DINNER
German Pot Roast
Caribbean Jerk Chicken

LUNCH
BMT Sub Sandwich
Turkey Pot Pie
DINNER
Fried or Baked Chicken
Salisbury Steak

LUNCH
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Spicy Fried Chicken
DINNER
Chicken Noodle Casserole
Assorted Sliced Pizza

LUNCH
Fried Fish Sandwich
Beef Stroganoff
DINNER
Swiss Steak
Antonios Chicken

LUNCH
Meat Loaf
Vegetable Egg Roll
DINNER
Chicken Rice Pilaf
Beef Stew

LUNCH
Fried Hot Wings
Beef Liver & Onions
DINNER
Spicy Broiled Fish
Spaghetti
w/ Meat Sauce

LUNCH
Chunky Chicken Salad
Assorted Sliced Pizza
DINNER
Vegetable Chili
Fried/Baked Chicken

LUNCH
Turkey & Dressing
Spicy Meat Loaf
DINNER
Spaghetti
Baked Fish
w/ Lemon Pepper

■■1
LUNCH
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Fried Catfish Nuggets
DINNER
German Pot Roast
Caribbean Jerk Chicken

LUNCH
BMT Sub Sandwich
Turkey Pot Pie
DINNER
Fried or Baked Chicken
Salisbury Steak

m

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

LUNCH
French Dip Sandwich
Farmers Vegetable Quiche
DINNER
Grilled Ham
Turkey & Dressing

LUNCH
Shrimp Fried Rice
Foot Long Hot Dogs
DINNER
Cajun Fried Fish
Vegetable Lasagna

LUNCH
Spaghetti
w/ Meat Sauce
Chicken Pot Pie
DINNER
Zesty Beef Stew
Sweet & Sour Chicken

LUNCH
Fried/Baked Chicken
DINNER
Roasted Chicken
Egg Plant Parmesan

LUNCH
Cajun Fried Drummettes
Vegetable Lasagna
DINNER
Shrimp Egg Rolls
Beef Stew

LUNCH
Chicken Pot Pie
Pocket Pitas
DINNER
Turkey Pot Pie
Beer Battered Fish

LUNCH
Chicken Filet Sandwich
Vegetable Quiche
DINNER
Beef Pot Pie
Chicken Parmesan

LUNCH
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Chicken Fried Steak
DINNER
Beef Tomato Casserole
Roast Beef Au Jus

LUNCH
Beef Burgundy
Fried Fish Sandwich
DINNER
Lite Italian Fried Fish
Meat Loaf

LUNCH
Chicken Chimichangas
Foot Long Hot Dogs
DINNER
Braised Pork Chops
Linguini Marinara

LUNCH
BBQ Pork
Chuck Wagon Steak
DINNER
Sliced Roast Beef
Ham, Macaroni
& Cheese Casserole

LUNCH
Stromboli
Vegetable Lasagna
DINNER
Beef Ravioli
Baked Chicken

L3^
*
LUNCH
Fried Perch
Chicken Taco Salad
DINNER
French Dip Sandwich
Chicken Broccoli Casserole

LUNCH
L^
Roof Burgundy
Ri irm ir\A \i
Beef
with Noodles
Assorted Pizzas
DINNER
Antonios Chicken
Beef Stew

LUNCH
Hot Wings
Spaghetti w/ Meat Balls
DINNER
Cavatini
Lemon Pepper Chicken

LUNCH
Zesty Meat Loaf
Pork Lo Mein
DINNER
Sliced Roast Beef
Pork Egg Rolls

Beef Tacos

m

Special Events at the Clemson House:
"World Vegetarain Day Tasting"—October 2
"Tailgate Party"—October 7
^v!
"Trick or Treat Night"—October 31 m
/Kj ft

Breakfast
Specials
7:30-10:30 a.m.
October 2-8
Monday-Sunday
Biscuit & Sausage Gravy
One Biscuit, 700
Two Biscuits, $1.25
October 9-15
Monday-Sunday
Bacon, Egg
& Cheese Biscuit
Grits and Small Coffee

$1.50
f Hi

October 16-22
Monday-Sunday
Ham, Egg
& Cheese Biscuit
Grits and Small Coffee

^W_J

October

Fernow Street Cafe
MONDAY

October 23-29
Monday-Sunday
Danish
& Small Coffee

1995

DAILY SPECIALS
SUNDAY

$1.89

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

$1 Q9
October 30-November 5
Monday-Sunday
Steak Biscuit & Grits

$1.20

Lunch &
Dinner Specials
10:30 a.m.-Close

(0

0

October 2-October 8
Monday-Sunday
Italian Hoagie Sandwich
20 oz. Fountain Drink

</>

$2.99

o

a
0

October 9-15
Monday-Sunday
Pepperoni Solo Pizza
Breadsticks
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink
$3.25

08
■E

October 16-22
Monday-Sunday
Any Stir-Fry Meal
& Small Plain Fried Rice

c
c

Talk to Us! Talk to Us!
The goal of Clemson Dining Service is to provide the highest quality
products and service within our budget. If you are not satisfied with
your dining experience, please discuss it with the manager. We want
to know how we can improve our service to you.
We use a variety of methods to solicit customer input. Comment
cards and suggestions boxes are available at all dining locations and
location managers respond two every comment. Our "Meet The
Manager" program brings the locations managers into the dining
rooms to sit with a group of students and discuss their likes and
dislikes and ask for comments and concerns. All locations are interested in forming student advisory boards. If you want to participate
please ask for the manager.
We do all these things because we care what you think and your
opinion does make a difference. Please talk to us—help us serve you!
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$3.45
October 23-29
Monday-Sunday
Supreme Solo Pizza
Breadsticks
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.45
October 30-November 5
Monday-Sunday
Ham & Cheese Sandwich
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

$2.99
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HOW to place a classified ad
li Come to 77* Tiger, 906 Union.
2) Fax: 656-4772.
3j Union help desk on the 6th floor.
Cash. Check, Tiger Stripe & MC/Visa.
lOf/per word-students, 25v-nnustudcnts

anted
SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL FREE with
SunSplash Tours. Highest commissions,
lowest prices. Campus Reps wanted!
Sell Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida.
1-800-426-7710.
EARN $2500 & Free Spring Break
Trips! Sell 8 Trips & Go Free! Best
Trips & Prices! Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica, Florida!
Spring Break
Travel! 1-800-678-6386.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to P.O.
Box 774, Olathe, KS 66051.
$1750 Weekly possible mailing our circulars. For info call 301-306-1207.
PASTA HOUSE Now hiring. Waitstaff,
bar, Pt/Ft. Excellent gourmet. Authentic
Italiano. Good tips. Very classy. Please
apply in person.
$1000 FUNDRAISER Fraternities,
Sororities & Student Organizations.
You've seen credit card fundraisers
before, but you've never seen the
Citibank fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application. Call Donna at 1-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers receive a
FREE camera.
Attention Entrepreneurs-At-Heart
Earn huge commissions and pre-paid
long distance calling cards by helping
others reduce their long distance phone
bills. Ideal for full- and part-time students. Simple and easy. For_more information, call toll free 1-800-257-4378
Ext. 21.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to
assemble products at home. Info 1 -504646-1700 DEPT. SC-5158.
$40,000/YR. INCOME potential.
Home Typists/PC users. Toll Free (1)
800-898-9778 Ext. T-6691 for listings.
HELP
WANTED
Over
100
Manufacturers need you to assemble
products at home. Earn $252 to $620
weekly. Experience Unnecessary. Start
immediately. Call 1-520-764-2324. Ext
095-M.
UPSTATE ALTERNATIVE International
co. experiencing explosive growth.
Seeking 3 sales/mgmt. individuals for
local expansion. Bilingual a plus. Call
297-1444.
Wanted: Student Representatives for
Fortune 50 company. Sales or marketing
experience helpful but not required. Call
Teena Frazer at 1-800-868-2300. Leave
message.
Marketing Reps needed for Rolling Stone
outdoor festival on campus Nov. 15.
Distributing samples, running game
booths. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. $7/hr. Sarah
Troy (617) 262-3734 x322.
RESORT JOBS-Students Needed!
Earn to $12/hr. + tips. Theme Parks,
Hotels, Spas, + more. Destinations
include Florida, Hawaii, Colorado & So.
California. Call Resort Employment
Services 1-206-632-0150 ext. R53811.
Short-term Intern needed for Rolling
Stone outdoor festival on campus Nov.
15. Assist coordinator w/ pre-event publicity, planning and organizing. Call

ASAP. Sarah Troy (617) 262-3734 x322.
Great Benefits!
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal
and full-time employment available. No
exp. necessary. For info, call 1-206-6340468 ext. C53811.
***FREE TRIPS & CASH*** Find out
how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASH with America's #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 95-BREAK!
WANTED-UsedLevi jeans, 34-34. Will
pay $5-10. Contact Ryan at 654-3223.
Experienced waitstaff needed at Liberty
Hall Inn-Pendleton. Must be 21. Call
646-7500.

If entals
ROOMMATES NEEDED! TWO BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE
FULL
KITCHEN, LAUNDRY FAC. ON SITE,
LOW UTILITY BILLS, NON-SMOKERS, PARTLY FURNISHED. CALL
NOW.
MOVE IN NOW: RENT
NEGOTIABLE!
UNDER $200.00.
SUZANNE 654-6025.
For rent: 1 Bedroom apartment, nice
neighborhood, 1 mile from campus,
located at 134 Cochran Rd. $275 per

month (water included).
653-3125.

Call Ajay @

1988 Toyota SRS 5-speed. AC, FM
Cass. $4000 o.b.o. 868-5972. 6565956.
'84 Chevy Camaro AT, A/C, PL, PW, TTops, CC, TW, Stereo, Digital
Dashboard. Must sell! Asking $1500.
Call Saurin Shah @ 653-7776.

nnouficements
JAZZERCISE... The World's Largest
Dance Exercise Program. 653-FITT.
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's,
REO's. Your Area. Toll Free (1) 800898-9778 Ext. H-6691 for current listings.
NEW ENTREPRENEUR CLUB For
all those interested in learning the steps
to creating successful new businesses.
For more information call Jay (6395270).
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants & scholarships is now available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades, income, or
parent's income. Let us help. Call
Student Financial Services: 1-800-2636495ext.F53811.

Campus Bulletin Sales at the Union
International Desk! Buy your classified ads and photo classified personals at
the Union Information Desk. Cash,
check, MC/Visa, and Tiger Stripe accepted. Show student I.D.
The Lambda Society, a gay and lesbian
support and education group, will hold
its next meeting on Thursday, October 5,
at 8:00 p.m. at the Edwards Hall Lounge.
E-mail: lambda.

For University Employees and
Students Only! Turn an ordinary personal into something special-include a
photo! Only $.25/word plus $6 for
photo. Place your photo personal at the
Union Information Desk. Show your
University I.D. Cash, Check, Tiger
Stripe, MC/Visa welcome.
Boo Bear, Charleston, Biltmore, Atlanta,
VA (for lovers), Amtrak, Suites,...all in 6
months. Forever-WDW 10-98, life.
Love you lots, Joe Bear.
BJW & WAW-how sweet "or something," you hairy, stinky people. :) SL

TIME SAVERS Word processing, term
papers, professional resumes and other
various business needs. CALL J. Hill at
855-1585.

Green OVive
Buffet & OriN Restaurant
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New Meat S
You Can
Lunch-Sizzling Stir-fr

& Dinner Buffet
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£$66!
OPEN HOURS:
Monday-Thursday: ll:00am-10:00pm
Friday-Saturday: ll:00am-10:30pm
Sunday: ll:30am-10:00pm

(803) 653-8888
1067 Tiger Blvd, Clemson
Located by McDonalds on 123

